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karrimor 

Born and bred in England - tried and 
tested on the worlds major 

climbs - karrimor are the only 
manufacturer to have supplied 

all 4 of the last major Himalayan wall 
climbs - illustrated are six of the 

many packs and four of the 
pack frames that karrimor 

designed and produced for the 
international climbing scene. 

Key to illustrations 

(A) Everest Orienteer, (B) Alaskapack, 

(C) Tote-em Senior, (D) Tote-em Junior, 

( E) illustrates the following four packframes 

from left to right - A3 Frame, Tote-em 

frame, K2 Frame, Orienteer Frame, 

(F) Juro, (G) Tacpac, (H) Don Whillans 

Alpiniste, (I) Pinnacle, (J) Aiguille 

Extendable, (K) Joe Brown Extendable. 

For further details of these and other 

karrimor products write for our catalogue, 

now, it contains lots of new ideas 

including mountaineering accessories. 

Make a date in your diary for the 13th/ 14th October, 

when the karrimor mountain marathon 
will be held in North Wales. 

karrimor 
Weathertite Products Ltd 

Avenue Parade 
Accrington Lancashire 
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VARAPPE PA 
Rock Climbing Shoe. Technical direction Pierre Allain . 
Canvas upper, reinforced with leather. 
Rubber re1nforc 1ng and eole 91v1ng 
excaptional adherance 
Sizes Candl/2) 2 to l2 
Narrow and medium widths. 

Artifi cial Climbing 
Technical Adviser Lionel Terray, Andre Bertrand 
Tan leather reversed one piece upper. 
Very deep lacing 
insuring a good fitting of feet and ankle . 
Special lace gripper. 
Reinforced sole, with intercalated 
mixture of leather and rubber (patented) 
Screws omitted beneath toe. 
Sole • RAID GALIBIER. 
FmnchS1zes Candl/2) 35to46 

Technical Adviser Rene Oesmaison 
Two piece leather upper of hunting black 
re inforced with rubber. 
Re inforced JANNU GAUBIER sole 
S,zes ( andl/2) 2 to 12 

Lightweight rock shoe. 
Technical Adviser Rene Desmalson 
Upper of reversed Havana hun11ng 
brown leather, re inforced with 
rubber giving except ional adheranco:: 
Same rubber used In sole. 
Flex1bil1ty - moderate 
French Sizes ( and112 J 331046 
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COOKS 
ADVENTURE CLUB 

TREKS 1973 
Holidays with a difference - holidays that present something of 

a challenge as well as a rewarding experience. Each trek is 
designed to take you to some of the world's more out-of-the-way 

places. Here's a selection. All trekking arrangements will be in 
the capable hands of Col. Jimmy Roberts of Mountain Travel. 

A look into 1974: 
8 Feb-3 March, 'Roof of Africa'-a chance to walk, not climb, 

to the Lenana Peak of Mount Kenya ... and to the top of Mount 
Kilimanjaro, with a descent into the crater, plus a rest at Vanga 
on the coast and drives through Amboseli and Tsavo National 

Parks. £485; 28 March-24 April, 'Darjeeling, Sikkim & Bhutan'
an opportunity to trek, walk or merely 'stay-put' in Darjeeling, 
followed by a IO-day tour of Sikkim and Bhutan, also visits to 

the Taj Mahal and Khajuraho ... led by Tony Schilling, 
Curator of Kew's Arboretum at Wakehurst Place. £525 

31 October - IO December: Mount Everest Trek. 
This trek through the foothills of the Himalayas is really one for 
the more experienced mountain walkers. But it is very popular 

and gives a real sense of achievement. From base camp you will 
gaze at mighty Everest .... reward enough. £520. 

23 November - 18 December: Lake Rara Trek. 
From Jumla in West Nepal you will trek north through superb 

hill country of pine forests and pastures to Lake Rara - the 
largest in Nepal. The country is little known; magnificent 

mountain views abound. £490. 

For further information and free broadsheets, '73 and '74 tours, 
apply to Mr. P.H. Delves, Cooks Adventure Club, 

45 Berkeley Street, London W1A 1EB. Tel: 01-499 4000, Ext. 633 

Allan 
Austin 

MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT 

Full range of Climbing and 
Mountaineering Equipment 

Permanent display of 
lightweight and 
mountain tents 

Open until 8pm Thursday 
and Friday 

No parking restrictions 

Jacob Street Mills, Jacob Street, 
Manchester Road, Bradford 5 





In the toughest conditions a ' FORCE TEN' tent won' t let you 
down - they've been expedition tested from Greenland to 
the Himalayas. Superb design and attention to detail, plus 
the famous Hytex 509 and 303 materials come together to 
give you a range of tents second to none. FORCE TENS 
tent-within-a-tent design ensures snug, watertight condi
tions whatever the weather. There are eight models in the 
FORCE TEN range - one is just right for you - see for 
yourself at your Vango dealer now. 

NEW-FORCE TEN EXTENSIONS 
Extensions are now available which fit onto the front of 
basic FORCE TEN Tents, greatly increasing accommodation. 

THE VIRILIUM HEAT SHEET 
The VIRILIUM heat sheet 
should be part of every 
outdoor man's life saving kit. 
Measuring 7' x 4' 6" this 
tensile polyester film is 
coated in silver foil to reflect 
heat. In case of emergency 
the sheet is wrapped around 
the body to avoid loss of 
body heat. Prevents suffering 
from exposure and shock. 
Weighs only 2oz. 

S,7000 ULTRA LIGHT CAMPING STOVE 
New from Vango, the S.7000 is incredibly 
light, weighing only 6oz,, and compact 
(3½" dia. x 2½'' when shut). It operates on 
most leading brands of cartridges and burns 
fiercely and efficiently with full control. It has 
the bonus feature of integral wind shield to 
beat windy conditions. 

KASTINGER BOOTS 
The 'SHERPA' boot illustrated was used on the 
recent British Everest Expedition and is just one 
of a wide range of Kastinger light, but sturdy 
boots available to suit all rambling and climbing 
activities. Write for this season's full colour 
catalogue. 

WRITE FOR LEAFLETS AND THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST TO 

The Bivouac 
for mountaineering 
equipment 

THE BIVOUAC 
56 North Parade, 
Matlock Bath, Matlock, 
Derbyshire. D E4 3NS 

tel. Matlock 3750 

VANGO (SCOTLAND) LTD. 
356 Amulree St., Glasgow G32 7SL. Telephone 041-778 5461 

RESTORE YOUR SOLE 
One Week Service on Vibram a 

RR Boot Repair 

CLIMB 

,.t!~~ffil 
mountain traders 
1702 Grove St., Berkeley, California 94709 (415) 845-8600 

Leicestenhire. 
T~lephone : Hinckley 32626/ 32841. 
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Save £7.50 on 
Galibier Super RD's 

Due to the latest currency crisis we find ourselves with 
an excess stock of Super RD boots at too high a price 

- we must clear our shelves of boots which would 
normally sell at over £30. 

Send £22.50, including postage 

charges, with a note of your 

English shoe size or RD size 

(they are different! ) 

Exchange or refund guaranteed if returned in fourteen days unused. 

Graham Tiso, 44 Rodney Street, Edinburgh 7. 

We've 
got 
what 
it 

takes ... 

YHA 29 John Adam Street. London WC2N 6JE 
Services 35 Cannon Street. Birmingham B2 5EE 

36/38 Fountain Street. Manchester M2 2BE 

Free catalogue Equipment for Climbers and Cavers from London address. 

MAMMUT 
CLIMBING 

ROPE 

Conforms to UIAA Standards 

Red/Blue $4200 
11 mm x 150' 

DYNAFLEX 
Lower impact strength 
Red/Blue 
11mmx165' 

ECREATIONA~~ 
EQUIPMf!Hi, I . 

• • 

Free Catalog 
Dept M P.O. 22088 

Seattle, Wn., 98122 U.S.A . 



1mbingioe 

chouinard/salewa crampons 

Made bySALEWAof Munich toCHOUINARD~design. 
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Fairy down ... 
the professional's 
choice! 
light, very warm and proven by 
over 40 leading expeditions 
Fairy down sleeping bags presently 
exported to 14 countries each with 
widely varying and often rigorous 
climatic conditions, were commended 
by Hillary and Tensing in an unsolicited 

. statement after the 1953 ascent of 
Everest as "the best that can be 
obtained anywhere in the world." 
Many of the world's leading expe
ditions, including the successful 1968-
69 British Trans-Arctic Expedition 

THE NORTH COL sleeping bag brings 
lightweight warmth and comfort in 
normal conditions, PLUS the safety 
margin you need if bad weather closes 
in. Evenly and generously filled with 
100% pure down and feather down, 
the bag is firmly stitched in chevron 
type compartments for even retention 
of heat. Rip Stop Nylon outer and 
tough wearing cambric inner make the 
North Col the professional's choice. 

which used Fairy down bags con
tinually for 18 months in the Arctic, 
have endorsed this statement by their 
continual use. Fairy down technology · 
has been developed both scientifically 
and from practical experience of over 
40 leading expeditions to the coldest 
severest climates of the world. The 
filling is blended from the world's 
most carefully chosen down to give 
added loft and greater comfort. 

SIR EDMUND 

.--------------, 
The North Col bag is designed to roll 
up firmly and compactly into a built
in carry pouch . . . which is also 
convenient for holding extra clothing 
and serving as a pillow. 

HILLARV1S 
COMMENTS : "They excel at 
sea level or at 28,000 feet on Everest, and I don't .,-.\~"%".~~i:;;a 
think there is much doubt they are the finest bags . 
that can be obtained anywhere." 

.._ 

Fairy down sleeping bags __ 
U.K. STOCKISTS 

ABERDEEN. F. Diack & Son. AMBLESIDE. Frank Davies. BIRMINGHAM. Frank Davies, Y.H.A. Services Ltd. 
CAPEL CURIG. Joe Brown. EDINBURGH. Graham Tiso. GLASGOW. J. & W. Greaves, Bob Finnie Sports, High Range. 
LEEDS. Centresport. LIVERPOOL. Ellis Brigham. LLANBERIS. Joe Brown. LONDON. Y.H.A. Services Ltd . 
MANCHESTER . Ellis Brigham, Y.H.A. Services Ltd. NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE. L. D. Mountain Centre. NOTTINGHAM. 
Roger Turner Mountain Sport. SHEFFIELD. Don Morrison. 

BE! Internationally renowned products of Arthur Ellis & Co. ltd, New Zealand. 



Over 1500 items fo 
the Mountaineer 
Back packer, 
Cross Country 
Skier. 

ULTIMATE SAFETY! 
SWAMI BELT 
By Forrest Mountaineering 

Three inch high strength 
(tests well over 8,000 lbs.) 
nylon web belt ensures 
positive support around back 
and tapers to neat 1 ½" 
in front, joined and adjusted 
with one-inch nylon web. 
Single loop of one inch web at 
back serves to hold up Leg 
Loops (not included) and useful 
for carrying a hauling line. 

The Ultimate in maximum 
comfort, and efficiency for a safe, 

yet thrilling climbing experience. 
$7.50 postpaid within U.S. * 

. . 
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Peter Nim 's 

Write for PTARMIGAN'S FREE Catalogue featuring 
the finest professional mountaineering equipment 

from around the world. And when in Denver, visit 
the PTARMIGAN MT. SHOPS. 

PTARMIGAN 
MOUNTAIN SHOP 
Mall Ord~• Division 
938 SOUTH MONACO PARKWAY 
1949 SOUTH WADSWORTH BLVD. 

Sherpa Millet Rucksacks 

Recommended by Walter Bonatti, 
Rene Desmaison, Reinhold Messner. 

Compagnie des Guides and E.N.S.A. in Chamonix. 
Supplied to 123 world-wide expeditions. 

Available from all good mountaineering shops. 

sAcs ~~11111~11111111u1l 111111c 111r 
Boite Postale 109, 74 ANNECY le, France 

FIRST CHOICE FOR THE 
REAL ENTHUSIAST ! 

The combination of warmth and lightness 
which only a down filled duvet provides, is well 
worth the expense - as most mountaineers know. 

THE MOST POPULAR DUVET in the POINTFIVE 
RANGE is THE FRENEY (centre) which contains 
many of the best features of the more expensive 
EXPEDITION (left) . The Freney offers all the 
advantages of first class materials and construction 
at an attractive price. Exceptionally light and 
compact, but generously cut, it has proved ideal for 
mountaineering in many parts of the world . Filled 
with No. 1 quality New Goose Down. THE BRENVA 
(right) is a more economical duvet which sets an 
unbeatable standard for good quality at a 
reasonable price. 

THE POINTFIVE RANGE OF SLEEPING BAGS is 
wide enough to cater for the needs of most outdoor 
enthusiasts, looking for a good down filled article. 
Consider the ultra lightweight ORION (31 ozs.), the 
ever popular MOUNTAIN, the SIERRA (below) , 
or the unique NORTHERN LIGHTS with its 
separable Inner and Outer bags. 

Ask at your outdoor 
equipment shop for 
brochures, or write to :-

BANTON & CO. LTD., 
MEADOW LANE, 
NOTTINGHAM NGZ 3HP 

9 



CAGJACUSID 
ON flTZRDY 
Dave Nicol's expedition, that recently 
climbed the South Ridge of Fitzroy, 
found that the Cagjac stood up well 
to the terrible Patagonian weather. 
It's already been used in the 
Hindu Kush and soon in the Andes. 
CAGJAC ONLY COSTS ABOUT £7.00! 
OUTSTANDING VALUE 
FOR A FIRST CLASS 
GARMENT. 
Normal & muted 
colours available 

G and H Products, Birstall, Batley, Yorks. 
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we can supply 
everything but the mountain! 
"We stock Climbing Gear, Boots, Sleeping Bags, Duvets, 
Waterproof Clothing. Plus over 40 Tents suitable for 
Mountain use. 

Names like: Karrimor, Se-ab, Clog, 
Moac, Saunders, Blacks, Kastinger, Vango, Peck, 
Helly Hansen, Grenfell, Ultimate, Snowdon, 
Hawkins, Andre Jamet, Bonniti, Cassin, Simon, 
Troll, Optimus, Point Five, Mountain, Henri Lloyd, 
Viking Stubai, G & H, J. B. Salewa. 

You will be dealing with experts-our technical adviser is 
Les Halliwell. 
Write or phone for our Free Price List. Large Mail Ordar 
Department (free delivery on orders over £9). Barclay/ 
Access accepted. Most items immediate delivery. 7 day 
approval service. We have a special Contract Department 
for Club & Educational orders." 

------ ... -~-----
Please send me a copy of your FREE Price List. 

I NAME ............... .. ........................................... .... ... ........ ..................................... . 

I ADDRESS ... .. ........ .... .. ...................................... ........ ..... ....... ..... .. .. .. .... ......... I 
.. ... ........................ ........... ... .... ...... ................. ... .. .. ....... .. ............ .......... ... ..... (M09) 

L----------------J 
COME CAMPING, CLIMBING, SKI-ING WITH DUALITY 

EQUIPMENT PLUS EXPERIENCED ADVICE FROM 

TEBBUTT'S 
35 MARKET PLACE. WEDNESBURY. Tel. 021-556 0802 
½ mile from M5 & M6 (& M1 from Dec. 71 ) . Ample free parking, 

list of routes and street map free and with pleasure. 
(We also have an indoor Ski School) . 

THE BIG MOUNTAIN COUNTRY U.K. A (Scotland of course) is where you"II find us. From our comfortable 
base in a large country house w e run courses for SMLTB, rock
climbing, general mountaineering and rescue - all year. 

LOCH Ell CENTRE 
by Fort William, Inverness-shire Tel. Corpach 320 

BACK NUMBERS OF MOUNTAIN WANTED 
NUMBERS 2, 3, 4, & 5. REALISTIC PRICE PAID 

contact: Pete Basterfield, c / o Joe Brown Shop, Menai Hall, 
Llanberis, Caernarvonshire. 

A top quality kernmantel rope, long established on the continent and now 
increasing ly sought after in Britain. Excellent handling properties, very 
high break strains and some great colours. U.I.A.A. Seal of Approval. 
Immediate delivery to your dealer from large stocks. Leaflet on request. 

i:roll the name you can twst 
Spring Mill, Uppermill, Oldham OL3 6AA 



REACH THE 
SUMMITS 

The Austrian Alpine Club 
owns over 600 huts in 

the Austrian Alps in which 
, members receive a 5?% 
reduction on accommodation 

and preferential allocation; 
meals are available. 

Mountain rescue insurance 
for Austria is included 
in membership and is 

available at a supplementary 
fee for those climbing 

elsewhere. The Club organises 
hut-to-hut tours, rock 

and ice courses ied by qualified 
guides and several special 

arra~rrements including z:, • 

independent tounng 
for members planning their 

own routes. 
For furtlter details -
se,id off the coupon. 

r -11 -----:-, 
The Austrian Alpine Club. I Wings House Welwyn Garden City, Herts. I 

Telephone: Welwyn Garden 24835 

I Name.. ........................................... ........................................................................... I I Address.......................... ............................... .. ....................................................... I 

L=!fl!ii!}Jfl!.CLlliJi =.J 

We lry harder 
so lhal you can 
The equipment we sell 
the advice is free 
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Editor, Ken Wilson. Assistant Editor, Bernard Newman. Sub-Editors, 
Mike and Lucy Pearson. Book Reviews, Paul Nunn. Editorial Advisors, 
Audrey Salkeld and Bob Moulton. 

Chris Bonington, Mick Burke, Robin Campbell, Leo Dickinson, Allen Fyffe, 
Pat Littlejohn, Colin Read, Ian Roper and Doug Scott (British Isles) . 
Colin Monteath, Rick White and Chris Baxter (Australia) . Dave Jones, 
Chris Jones, Dick Culbert and Brian Greenwood (Canada) . Kamal 
Guha (India) . Mike Cheney (Nepal). Peter Habeler (Austria). 
Alessandro Gogna and Alan Heppenstall (Italy) . Andre Contamine 
(France). Halina Cieplinska-Bojarska (Poland) . Dougal Haston 
(Switzerland). Alex Bertulis, Jim Bridwell, Yvon Chouinard, Steve 
Hackett, Steve Komito, Mike Covington, George Lowe and Al Rubin 
(United States). lchiro Yoshizawa (Japan) . Derek Fordham (Greenland). 

Mountain is published and owned by Mountain Magazine Ltd . 

Mountain is published ten times a year. November 1973 and in 1974 : 
January, February, March, April , May, June, July, September, 
October, November. No issues in August and December. 
Subscription Rates for any ten issues (one year) : British Isles £3.30, 
Overseas £4.00 or S10.00 (International Money Orders preferred) . 
All correspondence, editorial subscriptions and advertising to : 
MOUNTAIN MAGAZINE Ltd., c/ o 30 Collingwood Avenue, 
London N.10. phone: 01-883-0567 

Editorial 
The price increase first announced in Mountain 24 starts 
with this issue under the terms of the Government Prices 
Policy. Another important development is our decision to 
publish the magazine every month in 1974 with the exception 
of August and December, which we are keeping free in 
order to recover from our exertions. Hopefully climbers will 
welcome a more regular magazine. For further details, 
see the box below. 

I 
' I 

MORE ROCK-CLIMBING· MORE FEATURES-NEWS IN DEPTH 

MOUNTAIN 
monthly in1974 

EVERY MONTH EXCEPT AUGUST&DECEMBER 
SUBSCRIBE NOW £3.30 A YEAR OR ANY10 ISSUES 

OVERSEAS RATES £4 or $10 
SE·t,[J Ctl[OUES OR tNT[RNATIONALMONfY~ASllromU SI TO MOUNTAIN MAGAZINE LTD 30C0..LINGWX0 AVENUE.Let,lln. N 10 



Information 
East Face on Manaslu climbed by 8-man German team. 
Japanese succeed on Kanchenjunga West (Yalung Khang). 
64-man Italian team uses helicopters on Everest siege. 

Guido Monzino, Italian 
millionaire I expedition organiser, 
who used helicopters on Everest. 

GREATER HIMALAYA 

NEPAL 

Everest (29,028ft. ) 
The 64-man Italian expedition 
led by Guido Monzino and Piero 
Nava succeeded in climbing the 
mountain by the Ordinary Route. 
The summit was reached on May 
5th by Mirko Minuzzo, Lakpa 
Tenzing and Sambhu Tamang. 
Two days later, Fabrizio 
lnnamorati, Virgin ia Epis, Claudio 
Benedetti and Sonam Gyaltzen 
reached the summit. Sambhu 
was the first non-Sherpa Nepali 
to reach the summit of a major 
Nepali peak, and Lakpa Tenzing 
claims his second major summit 
in three years (the other was 
Dhaulagiri 1 in 1970). 
The expedition included a large 
contingent from the Italian army 
and was thus able to make use of 
army equipment and transport at 
all stages . This included two 
helicopters which were used at 
one point to relay stores direct 
from Lukla to Camp 2 at 
21 ,500ft. One of the helicopters 
crashed in the Western Cwm, 
but it was rapidly replaced by 
another sent out specially from 
Italy. 
There will no doubt be 
controversy about the ethics of 
using helicopters so high on 
Everest, but a realistic 
assessment of past and future 
trends suggests that the highest 
mountain in the world is likely 
to be subjected to all the 
indignities man can devise, as 
and when climate and technology 
allow. One has only to think of 
the excesses perpetrated on 
mountains like Mont Blanc, 
Jungfrau and Snowdon to get a 
fairly clear idea of what is in 
store for Everest. Whether the 
mountaineering world can do 

anything to prevent this is 
extremely unlikely. There may 
be compensations, however, for 
one can envisage the development 
of a Himalayan hut system, 
similar to that of the Alps, 
whereby lighter and faster 
ascents could be mounted by 
exceptionally fit and well 
acclimatized mountaineers. 
Pumori (23,422ft.) 
Two members of a 14-strong 
Japanese expedition reached the 
summit via the South Ridge on 
May 1st. 
Makalu (27,805ft.) 
A Czechoslovak expedition , led 
by Ivan Galfy, attempted to 
climb a new route up the South 
West Ridge. The proposed line 
lay between last year's 
Yugoslav line and the Japanese 
route (see photo in Mountain 16 ). 
The party reached a height of 
26,278 ft . during the summit bid, 
but at this point Jan 
Kounicky's oxygen failed and 
he fell and was seriously 
injured. Other members of the 
team managed to get him down 
to Camp 5, where he died five 
days later. The expedition w as 
subsequently abandoned. 
Valung Khang (27,625ft.) 
This peak, also known as 
Kanchenjunga West, is an 
important satellite of the main 
peak and one of the highest 
unclimbed summits in the world . 
A fifteen-man Japanese party 
succeeded in climbing it by the 
South-West Ridge. Two members 
of the team reached the top on 
May 14th. They bivouacked 
during the descent, but while 
one of them was looking for a 
cache of oxygen, the other 
disappeared . Searchers later 
found a broken ice axe shaft. 
Manaslu (26,760ft.) 
An eight-strong German 
expedition led by Gerhard 
Schmatz made a new route up 
the East Face of Manaslu. The 
expedition appears to have 
functioned very smoothly 
indeed, for the climb was 
completed as early as April 22nd, 
the summit being reached by 
Schmatz, Siegfried Hupfauer and 
Sardar Urken . 
Kanjiroba (22,583ft.) 
Under the cover of attempting 
this peak, a six-man Japanese 
party led by Fumihito Watanaba 
climbed a 21 ,850ft. virgin 
summit to the south-east. All 
members of the expedition 
reached the top. 
The technique of applying for 
a major peak (without any 
intention of climbing it) and 
then tackling one of its virgin 
satellites is becoming an 
increasingly common way of 
circumventing the present 
Nepalese access rules. 

Dhaulagiri 1 (26,795ft.) 
James Morrisey's American 
expedition failed in its attempt 
to make a new route up the 
South-East Ridge. On arrival at 
the South - East Col, the party 
found that the ridge was long 
and knife-edged. They considered 
it unpractical, and transferred 
their attentions to the Ordinary 
(North-East Ridge) Route, which 
they successfully climbed on May 
12th. The summit party consisted 
of Lou Reichardt, John Roskelly 
and Nawang Sanden . Roskelly 
had joined the expedition at 
the last moment and had had to 
accept tight -fitting boots. 
Presumably as a result of this, 
his feet became badly frost
bitten during the summit bid . 
Dhaulagiri 4 (25,133ft.) 
This difficult mountain - one of 
the highest unclimbed peaks in 
the world - rebuffed yet another 
expedition this spring . A nine 
man Austrian team, led by Franz 
Hofer and Adi Weissensteiner, 
attempted a route on the North 
Face and got within 1,000ft. of 
the summit before being forced to 
retreat in the face of bad weather. 
The mountain is being attempted 
at the moment by a strong 
British expedition led by Tony 
Johnson, and if that also fails 
another British (RAF.) 
expedition has permission for 
next spring. 
Annapurna 2 (26,041ft.) 
The West Ridge was climbed this 
year by a six-man Japanese 
expedition led by Yuku 
Shimamura. The summit was 
reached at 10.30 p.m. on the 
night of May 6th by one member 
of the team. Previously, the 
three-man summit party had got 
strung out along the final 
slopes. The leader ordered a 
retreat (presumably by radio) , 
but the leading climber 
continued , reached the top, and 
bivouacked on the descent. 
Annapurna 1 (26,545ft.) 
A Japanese expedition led by 
Shaigeki Tsukamoto failed in 
attempts first on the North -
East Buttress and later on the 
Ordinary Route. Two summit bids 
failed a short distance from the 
summit, due to bad weather and 
the climbers' exhaustion. During 
the descent, four climbers and a 
Sherpa died in an avalanche. 
Other Expeditions 
Japanese expeditions also failed 
on Api and Lhotse. Both parties 
were trying new routes, but 
failed quite low on their 
mountains. 

KISHTWAR 
Brammah Peak (21,046ft.) 
Chris Bonington and Nick 
Estcourt made the first ascent of 
the South East Ridge in late 

August. The route had defeated 
two previous attempts both of 
which had failed as a result of 
poor snow conditions . The pair 
climbed the route (Grade D sup.) 
from a camp at 17,500ft. and 
had one bivouac on the descent. 
They were assisted by an old 
fixed rope safeguarding a hard 
rock pitch but found that the 
final summit snow dome was 
indeed very dangerous with poor 
snow over ice. 

PUNJAB 

lndrasan (20,410ft.) 
A British expedition from the 
Army Mountaineering Association, 
led by Henry Day, made a new 
route up the East Ridge of this 
peak. The upper section of the 
mountain is formed entirely of 
granite, and the climbers had to 
contend with some difficult rock 
climbing, although the last part 
of the climb was on ice. About 
500ft. of rope was fixed . 
After five days of siege, the 
summit was reached by Andy 
Anderson and Simon Eskell, 
followed two days later by Day, 
Pat Gunson and Dick Hardie. 
The same expedition also 
climbed the nearby Dea Tibba , 
and this time all twelve members 
reached the top. Hardie and Day 
skied down from the summit. 
Menthosa (21,140ft.) 
Another British Army expedition 
climbed this peak by the original 
North -East Ridge route. 
Correspondents: Cheney, Hawley, 
Bonington and Day 

THE ANDES 

Nevado Huandoy (20,981ft. ) 
(Cordillera Blanca) A five-man 
Austrian team, led by Albert 
Precht, made an ascent of the 
South Ridge in June. 
Aconcagua (22,835ft.) 
(Argentinian Andes) A nine -man 
Argentinian expedition, led by 
Guillermo Vieira, climbed the 
French Route on the South Face 
in February. Four camps were 
placed on the face, and the 
summit was reached by six 
members, in two ropes, on 
successive days. All the 
climbers descended via the 
ascent route. 
Bariloche Area 
(Argentinian Andes) The rock
climbing in this region 
received a shot in the arm th is 
summer with new routes by 
Patrick Cordier, Jack Millar 
and members of the South 
African Patagonian expedition. 
Cerro Mascallarallos 
(Patagonia) An expedition led 
by Peter Skvarka made the first 
ascent of one of the peaks of 
this mountain, which lies in 
the Lago Viedma area. 
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Information 

Tree Community do Monastic-Dhaulagirideon Death route on Mt. Sinai. 
Lockwood and Thompson climb Kangaroo's Tail on Ayer's Rock. 
Naranjo de Bulnes awaits direct ascent of West Face. 

Above: Ayers Rock in the Australian outback. The Kangeroo 's Tail is marked on the left. 

Other Ascents 
South African climbers made a 
first ascent of a peak in the 
Cordillera Darwin in Tierra 
def Fuego . They also attempted 
the Cuerno Principal and Cuerno 
Chico, in the Paine Group, but 
without success. 
Correspondent: Elspeth Whewell 

ISRAEL 

Climbing in the Sinai Desert 
and other areas 
A number of American climbers, 
belonging to a group called The 
Tree Community, spent several 
months last year exploring 
various mountain and crag areas 
of Israel. In the vicinity of 
St. Katherine's Monastery, in 
the Sinai Desert, they found 
some "excellent cliffs of 
superb granite" and made a 
number of climbs. Most notable 
were the following solo ascents 
by Michael Tobias : the East Face 
of Mt. Sinai, a route of several 
hundred feet, mainly 5.4 to 5.7, 
with some sections of 5.9 ; the 
North-East Face of Mt. St. 
Katherine, a 17-pitch climb with 
short sections of 5.9 ; and The 
Monastic-Dhau!agirideon Death 
Route on the dome opposite the 
monastery. Tobias, and his 
associates Eric Hoffmann, Eric 
Ceren Davis, Robert Rabin and 
others, also explored areas near 
the Dead Sea, on the coast close 
to Tel Aviv, and on the Lebanese 
border. 
The Tree Community is a group 
of twelve climber/artists, 
" dwelling silently with rocks, 
waters and panda bears in 
North- Eastern Himalaya". 
Correspondents: Tobias and 
Hoffmann 

AUSTRALIA 

Ayer's Rock 
The Kangaroo's Tail, a 
remarkable rock feature on the 
side of this world-famous 
desert land-form in the 
Australian interior, was 
climbed in May by Keith 
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Lockwood and Andrew Thompson. 
The rock has only one other 
route, the standard tourist 
ascent, and rock-climbing is 
discouraged here by the local 
Ranger. Lockwood attempted the 
rock last year, but was chased 
off by the Ranger. This year 
the climbers evaded officialdom 
and completed their climb. 
The Kangaroo's Tail is a huge 
pillar leaning against the face 
of Ayers Rock. The route starts 
up a slit/ chimney running behind 
the pillar, and then traverses 
up to the right to gain a 
groove/ gully system that leads 
to the top. The climb is 1,000ft. 
long and the rock is so rotten 
and crackless that only six 
runners were placed and six 
stances made (six bolts used) . 
Correspondent: Chris Baxter 

NEW ZEALAND 

The summer season ended with 
a series of good climbs in the 
Darrans, the work of Al Smith, 
Pete Glassen, Bruce Clarke and 
Ken Calder. Their first climb 
was a steep rock route up the 
South Face of Karetai (grade 4, 
with pitches of 6); this was 
followed by climbs on the South 
Ridge of Te Wera and on the 
buttress on Taiaroa. Finally, 
in the Homer region of the 
Southern Darrans, a number of 
early repeats were made, including 
the probable second ascent of 
the Lindsay Stewart Buttress of 
Crosscut. 
Late in the season (just before 
Easter), Colin Strang and Pete 
Glassen put up a new route on 
the West Peak of Earns/aw, the 
first new route on the mountain 
for some fifteen years. The 
pair climbed the icy South Face, 
after an approach through the 
rarely-frequented Earnslaw Burn. 
During the climb they broke a 
Chouinard axe - an increasingly 
frequent event on New Zealand 
climbs. Either the climbers 
here are very rough with their 
gear, or the ice is very hard. 

The winter season started 
fitfully with abortive attempts 
on the Caroline Face of Mt. 
Cook and the South Face of 
Douglas. The defeated Caroline 
Face team, comprising Brian 
Pooley, Colin Dodge, John 
Visser and Robert Rainsbury, 
subsequently climbed the East 
Face of Cook. This involved a 
flog through powder to within 
500ft. of the summit, where a 
glassy green ice slope delayed 
the team's escape by seven hours. 
Correspondent: George Edwards 

ANTARCTICA 

Grahamland/ Palmerland 
During December and January, 
Pete Rowley and Karl Kellogg, 
who were attached to a U.S. 
Navy survey party, made a 
number of climbs on mountains 
on the Lassiter Coast, about 
130 miles south-south-east of 
Mt. Andrew Jackson (see map 
in Mountain 24). The peaks 
climbed were : Mt. Kane (West 
Face); Mt. Barkow (North 
Ridge); Mt. Fell (South -West -
North-East) ; Mt. High (West
East) and Mt. Axworthy (North 
Ridge) . 
The rock in the area is 
described as good granite, but 
the mountains are rather 
shapeless and unappealing. One 
exception is the West Face of 
Mt. Virdin, in the Werner 
Mountains, which is said to 
resemble Mt. Asgard, though the 
back of the mountain is a gentle 
slope. 
Another good prospect is Mt. 
Coman, a massive, isolated 
nunatak west of the P/ayfair 
Mountains. 
Correspondent. Walt Vennum 

KENYA 

Mt. Kenya 
Two first -class new routes were 
climbed last season. In February, 
Ian Howell and John Temple 
climbed the North-East Face of 
Balian during two days of poor 

weather. The climb, which was 
2,000ft. long and graded 5 sup, 
had been attempted twice before. 
In early March, a member of a 
visiting R.A.F. team was killed 
while abseiling down the Normal 
Route on Ne/ion. His body fell 
into a couloir on the East Face 
of Ne/ion and was later 
recovered from the glacier 
below. A few days later, Phi l 
Snyder and R.A.F. Leader Peter 
McGowan climbed the couloir, 
which runs up to the left of the 
existing East Face route on 
Ne/ion. They named it 
MacKinnon's Couloir after the 
dead climber. The 2,000ft. climb 
is graded 6. 
Mawenzi 
Further information has now 
been received about last year's 
Yugoslav route on the East Face 
of Mawenzi (Hans Meyer Peak). 
It was climbed by Tone Percic 
and Nejc Zaplotnik, and was 
named the Kranj Route. It is 
3,800ft. long and mainly grade 
4, though there are some 
pitches of 5 in the lower 
section . Other members of the 
sixteen-strong Yugoslav party 
concentrated on the standard 
route on Kilimanjaro. 
Correspondents: Allen and 
Malezic 

SPAIN 

Naranjo de Bulnes 
Cesar Perez de Tudela, Pedro 
Ortega, Jose Lucas and Miguel 
Gallego made the first winter 
ascent of the 1,800ft. West 
Face of this famous peak in 
February. A much sought-after 
prize, the route had been the 
subject of a number of previous 
attempts and also the scene of 
several fatal accidents. 
The successful ascent took 
place in a blaze of publicity 
and Tudela, an accomplished 
manipulator of the mass media, 
proved the ideal public hero 
in the subsequent magazine 
features. 
The climb started on February 6th. 
Two of the original six 
climbers traversed off at half
height on to the South Face, 
leaving the others to complete 
the route on the evening of 
February 8th. 
The face still awaits a direct 
ascent - in winter or summer. 
Correspondent: Liston-Foulis 



Niels Andersen and Warren Bleser killed on the Matterhorn. 
Rapid semi-free ascents of El Capitan's Nose. Barber sight solos Sentinel. 
Hesse and McClure make new route on Diamond in winter conditions. 

THE ALPS 

Weissmies: West Face 
A new direct route was 
established up this face in 
July 1972 by Erich Vanis and 
Ruth Steinmann . The line is 
rather to the left of the Original 
(1926) Route. It starts with 
easy rock work then breaks 
through a serac barrier (70°) 
and continues up 50- 55° ice 
slopes directly to the summit. 

WINTER 1972/73 

Mt. Dolent: N.W. Face 
J. Bellevill and G. Glarner made 
the first winter ascent of the 
Char/et Route. 
Mt. Blanc de Cheilon: 
North Face 
The first winter ascent of the 
Jenkins Ridge was made by 
Michael Petermann and Patrick 
Thelin in January. The ascent 
took one day. 
Arolla Arete 
Andre Georges made the first 
solo winter traverse of the 
arete on the East side of the 
Arolla valley, from the Aig. de 
la Tsa to the Grand Dent de 
Veisivi. He made one bivouac. 
Blanche de Perroc: N.W. Face 
The first winter ascent of this 
ice face was made in January 
by Francis Balmat, Jean Jacques 
Grimm, Genevieve Gobat and 
Michel Zuckschwerdt. The 
climb took 7 hours. 
Dent Blanche: West Face 
Camille Bournissen, Theo 
Brigger, Sven Sermier and 
Michel Siegenthaler made the 
first winter ascent of the 
Bournissen / Pralong route . The 
party bivouacked four times : 
twice on the approach, once on 
the route, and once on the 
descent. 
Lyskamm: South Ridge 
Josef Angster, Davide Camisasca 
and Pino Tartagni made the first 
winter ascent of Cresta Sella 
(The Nose) over three days in 
February. 
Gross Grunhorn: East Face 
Paul Etter, Ueli Gantenbein, 
Ruedi Kaser and Andreas 
Scherrer made the first winter 
ascent of the 2,400ft. East Pillar 
in 8 hours on January 10th. 
Sciora di Dentro: N.W. Face 
The first winter ascent of the 
Leiss/Burggasser route was made 
on December 23rd and 24th by 
Robert Chiappa and Guiliano 
Maresi. 
Torre Delago: N.W. Face 
The first winter ascent of the 
difficult Schrott/ Hasse / 
Verdorfer route (grade 6, A3) 
was made on March 4th and 5th 
by Jochen Gruber and Jiirg 
Mayr. 

SUMMER 1973 

Matterhorn: North Face 
Two experienced American 
climbers, Niels Hendrik Andersen 
and Warren Bleser, disappeared 
during an attempt on the 
Schmidt Route in late June. 
Several days of storms marooned 
the climbers high on the face and 
when the weather improved 
they had vanished - presumably 
swept from the face or the 
Hornli Ridge by avalanches. 
Bleser and Andersen were to 
have been the American 
representatives on the 
International Meet at the Ecole 
National in Chamonix this 
summer. 

NORTH AMERICA 

Yosemite 
On El Capitan the only new 
route to have appeared so far 
this year is Charlie Porter's and 
J . P. de St. Croix's Tangerine Trip 
which completes the unfinished 
line above El Cap Tree, first 
attempted last year by Royal 
Robbins. The climb, which was 
made in bad weather, took ten 
days and consumed 100 bolts. 
Soon afterwards, Canadian big 
wall specialists Hugh Burton and 
Steve Sutton attempted a line to 
the right of the Wall of the 
Early Morning Light, but after 
eight pitches they traversed off 
and finished up the Harding / 
Caldwell route . 
Regular ascents were made of 
three other routes on El Cap -
Salathe, Triple Direct and The 
Nose. As far as the last route 
is concerned, the main aim has 
been to do it in increasingly 
better style ; this has involved 
lightening the logistics and 
increasing the amount of free 
climbing, in the hope of 
producing the finest 
'predominantly free' rock 
climb in the world . Doug Scott 
and Rick White kicked-off by 
climbing much of the route free 
and using nuts on much of the 
remaining aid climbing. They 
took twenty-five pitons, but 
used only fifteen . However, 
their ascent, which was 
unhurried, still fell into the 
regular five-day pattern . Later, 
with the rock up to Sickle 
Ledge fitted with fixed ropes, 
two other teams (Jim Donini 
and Pete Minks, and Henry 
Barber and Keith Bell) climbed 
the remaining three-quarters of 
the route with only one bivouac 
and large amounts of free 
climbing . No doubt, as the 
nature of the free climbing 
becomes better known and a 
few more in -situ pitons appear, 
a one-day ascent (from Sickle 
Ledge) will become a possibility. 

Jim Bridwell. 
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The number of foreign climbers 
in the valley this spring was 
quadrupled in comparison with 
previous years, and British, 
Australian, Yugoslav, German 
and French climbers each put at 
least one rope up El Capitan. 
However, interest was centred 
on the hard free -climbing sector, 
and many more climbers were 
doing high -standard routes. A 
number of outstanding new lines 
were put up and some amazing 
3rd class (unroped/ solo) 
climbing was achieved . 
Jim Bridwell and Mark Chapman 
did two major routes on 
Elephant Rock (Straight Error 
and Hot Line) . The latter route 
has four pitches of 5.10 and 
two of 5.9; only six pitons 
were used for aid . Two further 
long, free climbs (grade 4) were 
accomplished : Mental Block 
(three pitches of 5.10) and 
Central Pillar of Frenzy, which 
gave eight pitches of sustained 
free climbing to a team 
consisting of Roger Breedlove, 
Jim Bridwell, Dale Bard and Ed 
Barry. Steve Wunsch and Mark 
Chapman made the first free 
ascent of La Escuala, the first 
Yosemite climb with two 5.11 
pitches. Wunsch also made the 
first ascents of Orang-outang 
Arch (5.11) and Walnuts (5.10) , 
with John Bragg and Jim 
Donini respectively. Another 
notable event was the first 
continuous ascent of Nabisco 
Wall by Mark Chapman and 
Jim Bridwell. Tom Higgens's 
ascent of The Owl, a route that 
had previously repulsed some 
strong attempts, was also a 
noteworthy feat. 
Another item of interest in 
the valley this spring was the 
impact made by 'Hot' Henry 
Barber - presiding toast of the 
East Coast scene. Barber set a 
scorching pace, sometimes 
doing two or even three 5.10 or 
5.11 routes a day. He soloed a 
number of 5.10 routes, together 
with the Salathe/ Steck route on 
the Sentinel. As a parting shot 

'Hot' Henry Barber. 

he climbed a route called 
Butterballs, perhaps the hardest 
free pitch in Yosemite and one 
that has repulsed many of 
America's leading free climbers . 
Another notable event was the 
solo ascent of a grade 6, 5.9, 
A4 climb on the walls behind 
Camp 4, by Rick Reider - a very 
high standard for a solo climb. 
Finally, there were four deaths 
in the valley - another record 
broken, but one that would have 
been better left unchallenged. 
Rocky Mountains 
In early June, Mark Hesse and 
Dan McClure made a new route 
on The Diamond (grade 5, 5.8, 
A4) ; one bolt was used . The 
Diamond demands high 
standard, big-wall climbing on 
the headwall of a 14,000ft. 
mountain. It is longer and more 
sustained than the Freney Pillar, 
and only a little lower, although 
the approach and descent are 
straightforward McClure and 
Hesse began their climb during 
mixed weather and soon found 
themselves battling through a 
thunderstorm. The following 
day, the weather deteriorated 
further and the pair were 
forced to bivouac again after 
only three leads. High winds 
and driving snow imprisoned 
them in their tube tent for 
over two days, with an 
estimated temperature (taking 
the chill factor into account) 
of -40°. On the third day the 
weather eased, and the pair 
were able to melt their frozen 
equipment and climb on ; they 
escaped from the wall by the 
evening . 
This remarkable climb should 
really be considered as a 
winter ascent, in fact the 
second true winter ascent, for 
the two parties that climbed th e 
wall in February encountered 
fairly mild conditions. 
Correspondents: Bridwell, Dill 
and Co vington 
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Above: John Syrett making the first ascent (on sight) of Big Greenie - later repeated by Hank Pasquill. Photo: John Harwood 

BRITISH ISLES 

LAKE DISTRICT 

Buttermere 
On Eagle Crag, Hugh Banner 
established three new lines, with 
various partners. Accompanied 
by John Turner (of Shawangunks 
fame) , he climbed the left arete 
of Birkness Chimney (170ft., VS) 
and added a new finish to 
Carnival which climbs the wall 
directly above the grass terrace. 
But the best discovery was 
Birkness Eliminate (420ft, 
HVS), which takes a bold line 
up the steep buttress to the 
right of Eagle Front. Here, 
Banner and John Earle shared 
leads, with Ian Cranston 
making up the team. 
Colin Read and John Adams 
repeated the new Eagle Girdle, 
describing it as an impressive 
route and not too hard for its 
grade. 
Langdale 
Martin Boysen and Mike 
Kosterlitz made the second 
ascent of Fallen Angel, which 
apparently lived up to its 
reputed difficulty and quality. 
The climb was later repeated by 
Mike Mortimer who was caught 
by a storm after the crux and 
finished on a top rope. The new 
Langdale guide continues to stir 
controversy, opinions for and 
against it being apparently equally 
divided (see letters column). 
Dove Crag 
Read and Adams made a short 
but difficult variation to the 
fourth pitch of Hiraeth. 
Dow Crag 
Rob Matheson added two more 
hard routes here. On the left of 
Leopard's Crawl. he climbed 
The Pink Panther (140ft., XS, 6a) 
with Murdoch Matheson, and on 
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the wall to the left of Central 
Chimney below the line taken by 
Sirius, he added Hesperus 
(200ft., XS, 5c) with John Poole 
and Murdoch Matheson . The 
latter line eventually joins up 
with Sirius and offers "some 
sensational climbing ". 

NORTH WALES 

Anglesey 
On South Stack, Dave Ivory and 
Ed Hart made the second 
ascent of The Moon. Ivory, who 
took a fall from loose rock on 
the final pitch, later said that 
the climb was like an 
unrelenting, giant-sized Vector. 
The same pair were repulsed 
from the first pitch of Deygo, 
during an attempt to repeat 
The Pagan. Unjustified 
seriousness was cited as the 
reason for the withdrawal. 
Clogwyn du'r Arddu 
Ed Drummond beavered away at 
the first pitch of Shrike/ East 
Gully Wall, in an attempt to do it 
without the now traditional aid 
peg. Eventually he succeeded, 
and subsequently removed the 
piton. The iron will probably 
reappear, however, as climbers 
are unlikely to deny themselves 
two such excellent (5a) routes 
through failure on one 5b/ c 
move. 
There has been an 'attempt' to 
put up a new route on Great 
Wall, via the left-slanting 
weakn~ss that starts midway 
between Great Wall and 
Vember. Four pitons and a bolt 
were placed and the line was 
top-roped first. This event has 
triggered off widespread disgust 
in Welsh climbing circles. 
ldwal Slabs 
Two small but worthwhile routes 
have been discovered on the 

West Wall by Robin Ford and 
Ken Wilson . Penthouse (125ft ., 
VS) takes the obvious arete just 
right of Rowan Tree Slabs and 
further right, beyond a deep 
corner, Last Exit (1 00ft., VS) 
makes use of a shallow left
facing groove. 
Craig yr Vsfa 
Leading Welsh climber Laurie 
Holliwell was killed in August 
when he fell over 100ft. into the 
Amphitheatre. He and John 
Kingston were prospecting for 
new lines on the Amphitheatre 
Wall on a wet day. Kingston was 
already suspended on an abseil 
rope when Holliwell fell past him. 
Apparently Holliwell had been 
fixing a second abseil point 
when he slipped on the wet 
grass of the terrace below The 
Grimmett. He died of severe head 
injuries shortly afterwards 
without regaining consciousness. 

YORKSHIRE/ DERBYSHIRE 

Gritstone 
Further efforts have been made 
on Yorkshire grit in recent 
weeks. On Guisecliff, Speedy 
Smith established Barleycorn 
(XS), which takes the over
hanging chimney right of 
Creation . It is said to be as 
hard as Right Eliminate . 
Tony Barley climbed another XS 
between Illusion and Hook Route, 
using one aid peg, and Ken 
Wood soloed Shindig (XS). 
Small Brown, at Crookrise, has 
been soloed by Ron Fawcett, 
who dispensed with the rope 
move. 
At Heptonstall Quarry, John 
Syrett made a free route (Brown 
Sugar: XS) to the right of Thin 
Red Line. 
But all these efforts were 
eclipsed by the activities at 

Almscliff. Pete Kitson and Alan 
Manson (incorrectly given as 
Hanson in Mountain 28) climbed 
Twelfth Night (HVS) below 
Fisher's Traverse , and Kitson 
added The Virgin (HVS) up the 
middle crack on the overhanging 
face of Virgin Boulder. 
The North- West Girdle has been 
soloed by Ron Fawcett, and 
Wall of Horrors has become 
something of a trade route, with 
three more leads in as many weeks. 
Finally, Hank Pasquill up-staged 
everyone with his repeat of 
Syrett's Big Greenie and his 
first ascent of the Goblin"s 
Eyes Roof - a long-standing 
problem. Protection on the 
latter route is "good but 
unusual" and held a fall. 

Limestone 
A number of recent hard free 
routes have been repeated on 
Gordale Scar. Jenny Wren was 
climbed by Barry Rawlinson and 
Jerry Peel, and later by Ed Hart 
and Dave Hope. Hope 
subsequently remarked that the 
difficulties were surprisingly 
short-lived but that the rock 
on the third pitch was very 
loose. Other routes repeated 
by Rawlinson and Peel were 
Deliverance (with two points 
of aid) and Rebel (four points 
of aid). Rawlinson also climbed 
Arnold Freerooter, with Hope. 
All these climbs were made on 
sight. 
On Loup Scar, Hart and Hope 
repeated The Lapper, eliminating 
its aid point, and on Kilnsey 
they climbed The Diedre. 
Explorations have started on 
the quarry side of Stoney 
Middleton Dale. Stiff opposition 
from quarrymen has been 
encountered, and climbing has 
usually been done in the early 



morning or late on weekend 
evenings. In the first quarry 
on the left, opposite the garag e, 
Geoff Birtles and Tim Brown 
climbed the obvious giant 
central corner (Silly Casis: 
HVS) . A groove line to the 
left, with a small tree at its 
foot, was also climbed, with a 
deviation to the right for the 
final pitch . 
Further up the dale, beyond the 
Eyam Road, an access lane 
leads into another quarry. Below 
this lane is a 130ft. white tower 
of rock, where two further 
routes have been found by 
Birtles and Tom Proctor : 
Sniffer Clark (HVS) takes a 
steep crack line on the front of 
the tower, and Big Chiv 
( HVS) follows the line on the 
left. The latter was a 
particularly impressive lead by 
Proctor - "with a 40ft. over
hanging chimney that makes 
Elder Crack look pathetic". The 
route has only minimal protect ion. 

SOUTH-WEST ENGLAND 

Avon Gorge 
Dave Ivory and Ed Hart added 
another route to the Exploding 
Galaxy wall: Captain Swing 
(300ft., XS). The route, which 
has three 5c pitches, starts 
just to the left of Unknown 
Gully, goes up directly to join 
the second pitch of Haystack 
and then free-climbs the old A3 
pitch of Exploding Galaxy. This 
top pitch is said to be superb, 
"finishing on enormous holds 
with positions more usually 
associated with hard gritstone 
climbing" . The route is very 
direct and is reputed to be the 
hardest climb on the wall. 
Cornwall 
Littlejohn's much -vaunted 
Eroica, on Pentire Head, and 
II Duce, on Tintagel, have been 
repeated by Ed Hart and Dave 
Hope. Eroica was reported to be 
"a delightful climb", and the 
pair were able to dispense with 
the second aid peg on the third 
pitch. // Duce made a deeper 
impression : " a magnificent 
climb, very bold, and taking an 
unbelievable roof on its second 
pitch. We were fully extended 
all the way and the route 
deserves to become one of the 
great British rock climbs". 
Descriptions of both routes can 
be found in the new Cornwall 
guide reviewed in Mountain 28. 
Correspondents: Read, Roper, 
Drummond, Ivory, Harwood, 
Rawlinson, Birt/es and Hope 

Divergent Views at Leeds 
Conference 
The 1973 Mountain Safety 
Conference was held in Leeds in 
March. Four papers were read to 
an audience that appeared to 
consist mainly of outdoor 
educationalists, with only a 
sprinkling of rank-and-file 
climbers. 
In the first paper, Ken Wilson 
stressed the essentially 
dangerous nature of 
climbing, urging educationalists 
and administrators to reconsider 
their programmes in this light. 
If they still favoured 
mountaineering as an 

Above: Syrett (on a top rope) attempting Almcliff's Goblin's Eyes Roof, which was snatched by Pasquill. 
Photo: Bob Allen 

educational tool, he said, 
they should try to avoid 
bringing serious distortions 
into the sport and respect its 
established character. 
Graham Tiso then discussed the 
shortcomings of certain types 
of equipment and referred to 
the fact that novices will often 
buy gear that is unsuited to 
serious activities. He proposed 
a system of grading clothing for 
various types of mountain usage. 
Tom Price attempted to account 
for the rift between experienced 
club climbers and centre-trained 
novices. He suggested that there 
was a certain lack of awareness 
amongst educators as to what 
real mountaineers were like 

(see article in Mountain 28). 
He also pointed out that there 
is a tendency for anything that 
becomes educationally 
acceptable to become 
correspondingly dull. 
Finally, Bill March stressed 
the dangers of the Scottish 
mountains in winter and the 
training needed to combat them. 
He also called for greater 
professionalism in rescue work, 
more training and vetting of 
rescue team personnel and of 
those included in organized 
parties, and for an insurance 
scheme for ordinary climbers. 
The delegates then broke up 
into four discussion groups to 
deal with each paper in detail. 

The conference was undoubtedly 
a qualified success. It was 
contentious and thought
provoking, a far cry from some 
of the self-congratulatory and 
platitudinous meetings of the past . 
Nevertheless, there was a 
feeling (subsequently reflected 
in the comment in both Rocksport 
and Mountain Life) that the 
event was still divorced from 
reality. Hopefully, future years 
will see a more broad-based 
conference designed to appeal 
more to run-of-the-mill 
climbers and not solely to 
outdoor educationalists and 
those over-concerned with the 
safety aspects of the sport. 
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Obituaries 

Laurie Holliwe/1- prominent pioneer of Welsh climbs. 
Michelene Morin - important figure in French climbing for over half a 
century. 

Laurie Holliwell 
Lawrence Edward Halliwell (31 ), 
an engineer employed by the 
Ford Motor Company, was one 
of the really outstanding British 
rock-climbers of recent years. He 
was a prolific pioneer of new 
routes, and in a period of seven 
years had developed over 50 
new climbs ; nearly all of these 
were in North Wales, on 
mountain crags and on the 
Anglesey sea cliffs. The extreme 
difficulty, excellence of line and 
ethical purity which 
characterized the best of his 
climbs drew great respect from 
other climbers. 

First Ascents by Laurie Holliwell 

Laurie and his brother Les 
started climbing in 1962, when 
they lived in Romford, Essex. 
On their first visits to North 
Wales the brothers, who had had 
no formal introduction to 
climbing, groped their way 
through the complexities of 
rope work and belaying . Naively 
they embarked on ever more 
difficult climbs and, lacking 
the restraints of conventional 
yardsticks against which to 
measure themselves, they soon 
reached the top standards in 
Welsh climbing . 
They also concentrated their 
efforts on the sandstone outcrops 
of the south -east, a salutary 
training which later enabled 
Laurie to perform some 
remarkable feats on sandstone, 
his solo ascent of South - West 
Corner at Harrison's Rocks 
being an outstanding example 
of bold climbing . 
Their search for new routes 
began in 1966. Outstanding 
discoveries like Eureka (Cwm 
Silyn) and Venom (L!ech Ddu) 
indicated a latent ability that 
was soon to develop. Early and 
seemingly effortless ascents of 
Great Wall and The Skull 
confirmed the brothers' new 
status and Laurie, in particular, 
became recognized as one of 
the most able climbers of the day. 
The following years saw a spate 
of new routes. The pair visited 
Anglesey, where the first wave 
of pioneers had seemingly left 
little for their successors. 
The brothers were soon ferreting 
out a succession of fine routes. 
Climbs such as Park Lane, 
Hypodermic, Spider Wall and 
Zeus (all with Les) , and 
Wonderwall, Mantrap, 
Tyrannosaurus Rex and Hysteresis 
(with others) were the high -

1966 _1_96_9 ______ __ -,-,-,------,-
Sceptic Anglesey ( Mossman) Itch Tremadoc • 

Venom Llech Ddu * Wonderwall Anglesey (Potts) 
Eureka Cwm Silyn • Locarno Anglesey (Wilson) 
Iota Llech Ddu * M antrap Angis. (Isherwood) 
Poker Hyll Orem * Yggdrasil Angl esey * 

Swastika Anglesey* 

1967 The Savage Anglesey • 

12 routes Moel y Gest • 
Spider Wall Anglesey (Potts) • 
Tyrannosaurus Rex Anglesey (Drummond 

Scarface Llech Ddu * Pearce, Rog ers) 
Park Lane Anglesey • Bullitt Anglesey • 
Gladiator Anglesey• Hash Anglesey • 
Black Spot Angl esey • 
UFO Anglesey • 1970 

1968 
Zeus Anglesey • 
Minuteman Anglesey • 

Interrogator Anglesey • 
The Amphibian Anglesey • 1971 
Hidium Lleyn Peninsula* Godzilla Anglesey (Kingston) * 
Zenith Llech Ddu * Fourth Dimension Llech Ddu (Whybrow) 
Blitzkrieg Llech Ddu * Mirage Anglesey (Whybrow) 
Skid Row Llech Ddu* Land of Hope Clogwyn du 'r Arddu 
Herostratus Llech Ddu* and Glory (Whybrow) 
Cupid's Inspiration Llech Ddu * Bow Direct Start Clogwyn du 'r Arddu 
Gytrack Llech Ddu * (Whybrow) 
Hypordermic Anglesey• Hysteresis Anglesey (Whybrow) 
Yellow Scar Anglesey• Girdle of Mousetrap 
*Partnered by Les Holliwe/1 Zawn (high level) Anglesey (Whybrow) 
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Michelene Morin (above) , Niels Andersen (top right) and Warren Bleser. 

points of Laurie's Anglesey 
explorations. 
Meanwhile the brothers had 
swept up nearly every new line 
on L!ech Ddu, and when Les 
came to compile the guide for 
this crag he found that between 
them they had accounted for 
over half the climbs. 
Laurie's alpine experience was 
short - lived, frustrated by the 
responsibilities of his career. 
He climbed a number of routes 
in the Dolomites and took part 
in the traumatic ascent of the 
Walker Spur in 1969. In 1970 he 
was a member of an expedition 
which attempted (without 
success) a hard new route on 
Koh i Bandaka Sahki in the 
Hindu Kush . 
By this time the brothers had 
become involved with the mass 
media. The Sunday Times 
devoted an article to their 
activities, and they were star 
performers in the BBC Anglesey 
spectacular and in Bev Clark's 
award -winning film The 
Climbers. 
Laurie Holliwell's fundamental 
contribution to Welsh climbing 
lay in setting an example of 
clean climbing, with minimal 
aid, often on rock of great 
difficulty. He was a climber 
of outstanding coolness, 
determination and ability. 
Halliwell was married but had no 
children . 

Michelene Morin 
Michelene Morin (1899- 1972) 
was one of the principal figures 
in French alpinism before, 
during and after the war, and a 
leading pioneer of women 's 
alpinism. She died in April last 
year after a short illness. 
Michelene and her brother Jean 
were two of the first members 
of the Groupe Haute Montagne. 
With friends from the club, 
Michelene completed a number 
of difficult alpine climbs in the 
years prior to the war. These 
included the third traverse of 
the Aig. Mummery and Aig. 
Ravenel, with Tom de Lepinay 
and Jean Morin, and the fifth 
ascent of the North Face of the 
Aig. d'Argentiere, with Robert 
Tezenas du Montcel and Marcel 
Legrand. Michelene also 
completed a number of climbs 
with female partners, notably 
ascents of the Meije, Dent du 
Requin and Aig. Verte , 
accompanied variously by Alice 
Demesne, Miriam O'Brian and 
Nea Bernard (who later married 
Jean Morin). 
During the war Michelene, 
accompanied by her husband, 
Gerhard Blachere, undertook a 
number of difficult ascents in 
the Dauphine and Mt. Blanc 
Group. These included the 
South Face of the Meije, the 
Coste Rouge Arete on the 
Ai!efroide, the first ascent 
of the Glacier Nair on the 
Fifre and the Couturier Couloir 
on the Aig. Verte. 



Warren Bleser and Niels Andersen, 
notable American expeditioners. 

Jt:lan Morin was killed during 
the war, leaving Michelene's 
sister-in-law, Nea, with two 
children. This did not inhibit 
their activities, however; in 
194 7 they climbed the South
West Ridge of the Moine together. 
In 1956, Michelene was made an 
honorary member of the G.H.M . 
for her services to alpinism. 
She regularly contributed 
translations and pieces of her 
own work to La Montagne, and 
also published a book, Encordees. 
An insatiable climber, she was 
climbing in the Fontainebleau area 
to within a month of her death. 

Warren Bleser 
Bleser (35), a Seattle teacher, 
was passionately involved with 
climbing. For over twenty years 
he had climbed in almost every 
mountain area on the American 
continent. His accomplishments 
on major expeditions were 
considerable; they included the 
first ascents of the East 
Buttress of Mt. McKinley in 
1963, the South Ridge of 
Mt. Foraker in 1968, and the 
Catenary Ridge of Mt. Logan in 
the same year. Bleser also led 
a party of twenty-three Iowa 
Mountaineers to the summit of 
Huascaran in 1969, and he 
climbed Alpamayo Norte and 
attempted the South Face of 
Chacaraju in 1971 . 
A recent climb of considerable 
merit was the third ascent of 
the North Face of Mt. Robson, 
probably North America's most 
sustained ice climb. Bleser and 
his companion climbed it in 
very hard ice conditions. 

During the school year, most of 
Bleser's spare time was 
dedicated to teaching climbing 
to University of Washington 
students, a task he had 
undertaken since 1968. 
Alex Bertulis 

Niels Hendrik Andersen 
Andersen (26), a naturalized 
American of Danish origin, was 
one of the most active Seattle 
climbers to have emerged in 
recent years. President of the 
University of Washington 
Climbing Club for the past 
three years, he was equally at 
home on hard rock as on severe 
ice. In 1969, he made the first 
ascent of the Catacomb Ridge of 
Mt. McKinley and Peak 11,920, 
and in 1971 organized a team of 
students to attempt the East 
Ridge of Mt. Huntington. The 
climb appeared so difficult 
that few gave them the 
remotest chance of success. A 
major avalanche devastated 
their camp and the expedition 
failed . Undaunted, Andersen 
returned in 1972 with a 
stronger team and completed 
what must be one of the 
hardest routes in Alaska. 
Alex Bertulis 

Franz Weinberger 
Franz Weinberger died in the 
summer of 1972, aged 72. He 
was best known as a pioneer of 
Kaisergebirge climbing; in 1923 
he partnered Hans Fiechtl on the 
first ascent of the celebrated 
Fiechtl/Weinberger Route on the 
West Face of the Predigstuhl. 

Pl ND IS PO RT S are looking for young outdoor types 
preferably with an interest in climbing or lightweight camping 
who would enjoy selling the gear. Good salary plus excellent 
prospects. 

For further details phone: Tony Lack at 01-242 3278 

more and more 
climbers are 
realising the 
advantages of 
ffllllARffllTT 
for cold conditions 
just £1.65 per pair 

, .. 
~S,192 BROADHURSTGARDENS, LONDON NW63BA 

We stocl< 107 
different 
guide bool<s I 
By the time you read this it's probably more - just an 
indication of how we cater for climbers not only in 
Snowdonia, but in all parts of Britain or further afield. 
1 00's of pitons, karabiners, alloy chocks etc. all available 
from stock. No waiting. Call at our shops or write for 
quick postal service. 

Big stocks mean 
good service. 
THE JOE BROWN SHOPS 
Menai Hall, LLANBERIS, Caerns. Tel. 327 
Open Daily 9 a.m. - 6 p.m., Sunday 9.30 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

The Climbing Shop, CAPEL CURIG, Caerns. Tel. 205 
Open Daily 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Sunday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
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The following essay is the outcome of an argument between its author 
and the Club Treasurer on the ethics of boulder trundling, in the 
course of which the former averred that this practice had received the 
sanction of many reputable mountaineers, and had, in particular, been 
mentioned with approval by Leslie Stephen in The Playground of 
Europe. Wilding threw doubt on the former statement and categorically 
denied the latter. On further examination he withdrew this denial but 
maintained that Stephen's remarks were not meant seriously. It was 
finally decided that the two disputants should argue their respective 
cases before a gathering at the Club Hut, and that the decision should 
be left to a single arbitrator. The parties agreed on Pryor as the judge, 
and that the following three questions should be submitted for his 
decision: 
1. It is possible to justify Boulder Trundling? 
2. Is there reasonable evidence that any mountaineer of repute 

consistently practised Boulder Trundling? 

Boulder Trundling may be defined as the propulsion of 
fragments of the Earth's crust down mountain slopes of 
suitable inclination sooner than would occur from the 
interaction of natural forces. 
Like other sports and pastimes it has different phases and 
degrees. No one could object to pushing a stone weighing 
(say) 2 ounces down a 2 yard slope to drop 2 feet into 
2 fathoms of water; while even I should draw the line at 
sending some tons of rock down High Tor Gully into a 
train full of widows and orphans on their way to Buxton 
Well-Dressing. The sport, then, as I understand it, lies 
somewhere between these two extremes, and is one 
calculated to afford pleasure and profit to many right-minded 
persons and offence to few; that is, if practised reasonably, 
with due regard to time and place. 
I may mention one particular spot where I have spent many 
profitable hours in moving some tons of rock downhill a 
little before it was due to go in the course of nature. This is 
a gully on the right of the Al port, some little distance below 
the waterfall. Surely there could be no valid objection to 
this: no one should get hurt; and although it leaves some 
marks, they seem without desecration. Another charming 
boulder shoot is a Bowfell gully above Angle Tarn; the 
remembrance of a crowded half-hour of life in this gully is 
very sweet, and the marks left here are less obvious than 
on the gritstone. 
In any case it is quite arguable that the marks made look 
more natural than the nail scratchers of rock climbers. The 
latter, of course, are inveterate Boulder Trundlers. How often, 
in reading the account of a new climb, do we not come 
across something like this: 

"The leader carefully examined a large slab on the left 
which would have been of great help in this difficult 
pitch, but it looked unsafe and moved slightly when 
tested . The leader and second therefore gave it a wide 
berth, while the last man, after being anchored from 
above, managed to send this dang~rous rock hurtling 
down the gully." 

All this however is beside the point. Boulder Trundling as I 
understand it is done for the sheer joy of the sport: there is 
no thought of the future - the present suffices. 
Consider a long slope, up which you have painfully toiled 
in the wake of a hardened grough-hound. At the bottom 
maybe is a vertical drop or a mass of jumbled rocks, and at 
the top there is a stone of inviting appearance and 
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3. Was Leslie Stephen serious in this passage from The Playground 
of Europe regarding Boulder Trundling? 

The cases were duly pleaded by their respective advocates before a 
large and enthusiastic audience (fortified by one of Burton's brews of 
rum punch in which the flavour of spirit could be distinctly smelt). 
At the end Pryor gave judgement for Wilding on the first two counts 
and for Forrester on the third. It had been agreed that all bets were to 
be settled by the Judge's ruling ; but afterwards Pryor himself asked the 
jury for their opinion as a matter of interest, and found that they 
disagreed with his judgement on the second count, while agreeing 
with the other two. 
What follows is substantially the plaintiff's case, cut down and also 
slightly modified to suit the new circumstances of presentation. This 
explanation has been deemed necessary in order to make clear the 
general form of the essay. It has not been found possible to persuade 
Wilding to publish his counter-arguments. - Ed . R.C.J . 

precarious tenure. You sit down above it, and after a 
necessary rest the feet are pressed against the rock. It 
moves perceptibly, but you can do no more from that point. 
You shift your ground and try again; still no luck! You 
excavate a little on the underside and have some more. You 
are not strong enough: some help is wanted and you 
shout for your companion . The force is now sufficient, and 
with the expenditure of a few buttons or perhaps some part 
of your braces the rock is moved from its bed and makes a 
revolution. It gathers momentum .. . soon it is going really 
fast, and no matter what its shape it elects to travel on the 
longest axis. Speed increases rapidly now; sometimes the 
boulder will take great bounds and at other times scuttle 
close to the ground like a rabbit. 

The zenith of Boulder Trundling is attained if it now meets 
solid rock in full face: the crash does one good to hear; the 
rock breaks into shivers, while part of it is ground 
absolutely into smoke. Favourable winds bring the scent of 
this smoke to you ... and what an indescribably beautiful 
scent it is. Chesterton must have known of this delectable 
odour when he wrote of: 

"The brilliant smell of water, the brave smell of a stone." 

Or there is Boulder Trundling in a rock gully with great 
slabs - lots of them together walloping down in a confined 
space. A tarn on the Rhinogs has a steep face of bare rock 
on one side where you may trundle straight into deep 
water. Time was short on the only occasion I was there, so 
that I hope to go again to work out the course properly. 
I cannot analyse the delight of Boulder Trundling, nor say 
why it pleases - better men than myself have tried and 
failed . I can only say that it affords perhaps the purest joy 
we can expect in this terrestrial life. 

The first Boulder Trundler of whom we have any record is 
Sisyphus, who was so addicted to the sport - in fact he 
seems to have spent his whole life at it - that we really 
know nothing else about him; so that for our first instance 
of a well-known mountaineer who practised the art we 
must turn to Moses. Moses was the most celebrated 
climber of his time and has at least three first ascents to 
his credit, namely Mounts Horeb, Sinai, and Pisgah. In 
addition, he led a very difficult traverse of the Red Sea, 
which was effected without mishap despite the unusual 
size of his party. The magnitude of this achievement can be 
gauged from the fact that another party which attempted 
*First published in the Rucksack Club Journal 1931. 
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to repeat the traverse suffered total disaster. The Red Sea 
by Moses's Route is now considered unjustifiable and has 
not since been attempted. 

As regards Boulder Trundling by this great pioneer, it is 
recorded that on his way down after the first ascent of 
Mt. Sinai he came upon a slope of surpassing excellence, 
on viewing which he had but one idea in mind - to push 
the handiest rock down it. This rock unfortunately bore 
most important inscriptions, and Moses got into serious 
trouble for giving rein to his inclinations. I have always 
felt the greatest sympathy for him on this account. 

Before passing on to recent times let us take one glimpse 
at a medieval devotee of our sport. I quote from Arnold 
Lunn's book The Alps (pp. 30- 31 ). 

"The Stockham is a modest peak some 7,000 feet in 
height. Simler tells us that its ascent was a common 
place achievement .... Its ascent by Muller, a Berne 
professor, in 1536, is only remarkable for the joyous 
poem in hexameters which records his delight in all the 
accompaniments of a mountain expedition . Muller has 
the true feelings for the simpler pleasures of picnicing on 
the heights. Everything delights him, from the humble 
fare washed down with a draught from a mountain 
stream, to the primitive joy of hurling big rocks down a 
mountain side. The last confession endears him to all 
who have practised this simple, if dangerous, 
amusement." 

I now come to modern mountaineering, and the first case I 
will cite is the behaviour of Whymper on the occasion of 
the first ascent of the Matterhorn. It will be remembered 
that there was a race between the Italian and English 
parties. On getting to the top and finding that the Italians 
had not yet arrived Whymper looked down the mountain 
side to see where they were, and on finding them wished 
to attract their attention. He writes in Scrambles amongst 
the Alps: 

"'Croz ! Croz ! come here!' 'Where are they, Monsieur?' 
'There - don't you see them - down there!' 'Ah! the 
coquins, they are low down.' 'Croz, we must make those 
fellows hear us.' We yelled until we were hoarse. The 
Italians seemed to regard us - we could not be certain . 
'Croz, we must make them hear us; they shall hear us !' 
I seized a block of rock and hurled it down, and called 
upon my companion, in the name of friendship, to do 
the same. We drove our sticks in, and prized away the 
crags, and soon a torrent of stones poured down the 
cliffs. There was no mistake about it this time. The 
Italians turned and fled." 

Boulder Trundling in the dark sounds attractive, to judge by 
an incident during the ascent of Mont Pelvoux, as 
described in the same book. 

"This night we fixed our camp high above the tree- line, 
and indulged ourselves in the healthy employment of 
carrying our fuel up to it. The present rock was not so 
comfortable as the first, and, before we could settle 
down, we were obliged to turn out a large mass which 
was in the way. It was very obstinate, but moved at 
length; slowly and gently at first, then faster and faster, 
at last taking great jumps in the air, striking a stream of 
fire at every touch, which shone out brightly as it 
entered the gloomy valley below, and long after it was 
out of sight we heard it bounding downwards, and then 
settle with a subdued crash on the glacier beneath." 

Another mountaineer of repute who practised the noble 
sport was Sir Martin Conway, who says quite casually 
during his account in The Alps from End to End of an 
ascent of the Wilde Kreuz Spitze : 

" We amused ourselves by throwing stones down the 
slope we had come up and watching them vanish in 
the fog ." 

It might be thought that although the sport was practised 
by amateurs, no reputable guide would ever have anything 
to do with it; but this is not the case. One of the most 
celebrated, perhaps the most justly renowned of all Alpine 
guides, is not found wanting . I refer to Jean Antoine Carrel. 
I quote once again from Arnold Lunn's The Alps, where, 
describing an early attempt on the Matterhorn by Carrel, 
his brother, and Garret, he says: 

"They mistook the way; and, reaching a spot that 
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pleased them, they wasted hours in hurling rocks 
down a cliff - a fascinating pursuit." 

I think it is not straining matters too far to suggest that 
'wasted ' is here used in the Shakespearian sense, as when 
Portia speaks of 

" . .. companions 
That do converse and waste the time together", 

no sense of reprobation being implied. 
The following passage is of supreme interest : 

"We waited patiently a long cold hour for the views that 
did not appear, and our geologist had ample opportun ity 
to indulge in the innocent pastime of stonebreaking. We 
had plenty of fun too in heaving great rocks over the 
giant precipice. This is a sport the fascination of which 
few members of the Alpine Club can resist, and I for 
one must in my time have rolled hundreds of tons from 
the tops of mountains." 

It might have been thought that I had invented this 
quotation especially for use on this occasion. Not at all! 
it is the work of a very eminent mountaineer, of whom I 
may safely say that there are few men whose words would 
carry more weight in the mountaineering world. The 
author is the late Mr. Slingsby, and the words occur on 
page 106 of his book on Norway. Later on page 379 in the 
same work we come across the following : 

" A small cairn was hastily raised, and we hurried along 
a saddle to the south -western or highest peak. Loud 
were our hurrahs and many were the rocks which we 
threw over the gaunt precipices. Most new ascents are 
commemorated in this manner." 

I strongly recommend this book of Slingsby's to the 
youthful Boulder Trundler, as it contains several references 
to the sport. 
One more quotation before we pass to our last point. This 
time it is from an article on Skye in an early number of 
this Journal. 

" We started at 10 o'clock and walked up the north 
branch of the corrie, stopping to inspect a very deeply 
cut gorge, into which we hurled boulders, which struck 
the pool at the bottom with a resounding 'pomph'." 

And now for Leslie Stephen ! 
The passage in The Playground of Europe occurs during 
Stephen's discussion of Rousseau, and I must give it at 
some length as the context is important to my argument. 
It seems clear to me that the author is here engaged in a 
perfectly serious attempt to show that Rousseau was a 
mountaineer at heart ; and the reference to Boulder 
Trundling is a definite link in his reasoning. To suppose 
that his intention is merely flippant here is to suppose that 
his whole attempt to make out Rousseau a mountaineer is 
just a joke, and that would be too pointless a joke for a 
man of Leslie Stephen's wit. 

"Rousseau 's sentiments must be gathered rather from the 
general tone of his writings than from any definite 
passages. In the Confessions indeed there is an explicit 
avowal of his hatred for the plains and his love of 
torrents, rocks, pines, black woods, rough paths to 
climb and descend, and precipices to cause a delicious 
terror ; and he describes two amusements so 
characteristic of the genuine mountaineer that we feel 
at once that he is on the right track. 
One is gazing for hours over a parapet at the foam 
spotted waters of a torrent and listening to the cry of 
ravens and birds of prey that wheel from rock to rock a 
hundred fathoms beneath him. The other is a sport 
whose charms are as unspeakable as they are difficult 
of analysis. It is described somewhere (if I remember 
rightly) by Sir Walter Scott, and consists in rolling big 
stones down a cliff to dash themselves to pieces at its 
foot. No one who cannot contentedly spend hours in that 
fascinating though simple sport really loves a mountain." 

No words of mine can emphasise this eloquent simplicity. 
When I go to Heaven, may my spirit join the spirits of Leslie 
Stephen, Slingsby, and the illustrious Boulder Trundlers of 
the past, present, and future, to spend eternity rolling 
asteroids and comets down the infinite abyss of interstellar 
space to meet in cosmic collision the multitudinous celestial 
bodies of the Milky Way ; that in gorgeous impact all may 
be resolved into the imponderable protons and electrons 
of ultimate matter. 



Rob Collister describes an ascent of one of Scotland's most famous ice climbs. 

I looked at my watch. It was only nine o'clock. What could 
have woken me up so early? Then I became aware of the 
Coon regarding me sleepily. " I know what that bloke 
meant," he mumbled, " when he said that if you are dry 
you can't possibly know what it is to be wet." That seemed 
an odd thing to say, but it was too much of an effort to 
think of a reply, so I just grunted. Only gradually did it all 
come back, culminating in that eternal, 20 m.p.h. , lay-by
crawling drive, our arrival five hours before, and the 

~ stumble up the streaming hillside to the bothy. Dreamily, 
c:: -§ I luxuriated in the knowledge that we really were dry and w arm. 

~ A wet cold had been the dominant sensation all day. The 
~ E: splashing, boot-sucking walk up through the peat from the 
-1 distillery at midday had been normal - the wet feet part, 
0 anyway. It was normal , too, that the back of my shirt 
0 it should be soaked with sweat from the sac, even though 
...: the forecast had been ' low freezing ' . But the stance at the 
g, foot of the first pitch, beneath overhanging rock which 
-s perpetrated a myriad drips that did not quite add up to a 
~ waterfall , seemed out of place on a Scottish winter climb 
-~ where, as all the best books tell you , weather of arctic 
§ ferocity can be expected. I had a waterproof jacket, but that 
-s nasty clammy feeling was soon advertising itself around my 
'c3 neck, working its way insidiously downwards, and my 
t breeches drank up the moisture like thirsty cacti. 
-Q 

., But if I was damp on the stance, I wasn't going to become ! any drier by climbing. I was safely to one side of the 
-~ spindrift cascades that were being flushed almost 
c3 incessantly down the gully : the Coon was right under 
g. them, and every so often he would disappear completely. 
~ Then, the two ropes vanishing into mobile whiteness were 
~ the only reassurance that I was not entirely alone. I was 
~ reminded of that wet day a fortnight previously, when 
-s we had walked as far as the CIC intending to do this 
-~ climb, thought better of it, and done battle with a rainy 
t Clachaig instead . Not that I was watching closely, for 
\'.J chunks of ice, large and small , and some very large, were 
J peeling off the rock above and all around, rattling like 
s castanets on our helmets, and it was asking for trouble to 
cl: look up. They weren 't as lethal as stones, but the whirring 
t and whining and banging kept me in a state of expectant, 
~ hunched-up tension. But then, I was not climbing. 
~ When the Coon had traversed left across a steep wall and 
'c3 disappeared back right over a bulge, and it was my turn to 
~ climb, I discovered that I no longer had time to worry 
~ about them. When the big flows came, one could only 
~ take a deep breath, keep one's head down and cling on for 
., dear life ; and when the deluge eased, the sleeves of my 
~ jacket would be filled with snow, because it doesn 't have 
2l storm-cuffs. I would look up quickly to spot the next few 
-~ moves, only to find that snow had piled up behind my 
ts glasses and I was blind. I was shivering cold and unco-

ordinated, and my hands lacked strength to grip the 
hammers. No, there wasn't time to worry about falling ice. 

I was still cold when I reached the Coon. It hadn 't seeped 
through to him yet, and as I wrung out dripping dachsteins, 
grumbling, he said with just a hint of malice : " This' ll warm 
you up." I glanced surreptitiously upwards, and caught a 
g limpse of an alarmingly vertical ice groove before the 
next torrent arrived. " We must be crazy," I remarked, and 
started climbing . Perhaps we were ; perhaps we should have 
abseiled off. The climb was manifestly 'out of condition' 
and we hadn't started it till 2.30 p.m. But it's good to be 
crazy sometimes. When I lose the urge occasionally to 
flout all the rules, to laugh in the face of the pundits, I shall 
know that mental middle -age has set in and it is time to be 
measured for my coffin . Besides, now that I was leading, 
and all energy and attention were about to be absorbed 
to the exclusion of wet and cold and mere physical 
sensation, retreat was the last thing on my mind. 

Technically the pitch was hard, though easier than it looked 
because often it was possible to bridge, and not many 
moves were really out of balance. Just as well , since it was 
like climbing ice-cream. Only occasionally did the hammer 
picks bite in securely, and since one could have waited 
all day for the spindrift to stop, most of the time I had no 
idea where I was placing hands and feet. Once, the snow 
gave way beneath me and, as the weight came on my 
arms, the hammer picks sliced out. Even as I registered 
that I was falling off, however, both feet relocked into a 
bridging position two feet lower down. Normally, I 
suppose, I would have been quivering with fright. But the 
bombardment of ice and near-suffocation in rushing drift 
rendered thought impossible and I was left quite unmoved. 
The Coon hadn 't noticed - only the blue top of his crash 
hat was visible below - and I reflected that "what the eye 
don't see the heart don't grieve over" . Banging in an 
ice-peg, more because it seemed the right thing to do than 
because I believed in it, I moved up again, and before long 
was ensconced in a little bay where I could rest and place 
a peg runner. 

Above was a steep chimney but it seemed straightforward 
by comparison, and a chimneying position, with immovable 
rock to brace the feet against, felt deliciously safe. The 
notorious final pitch was rearing up ahead now and, hoping 
to belay on rock at the foot of it, I started up another, 
easier-angled chimney. Half-way up, however, the rope 
came tight and I had to search for a belay. On ice you 
either climb a steep pitch quickly or you fall off: it is the 
quest for protection that takes time. It took me longer to 
find a crack that would accept half an inch of inverted 
blade than to climb the pitch, and though voices stood no 
chance against the continual hurly-burly of the snow, I 
was conscious of misery down below. Finally I was tied on 
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Left: Geoff Cohen leading the first pitch - the route continues round to 
the right. Photo: Rob Collister 

and, wedging myself into the chimney, yanked the rope for 
the Coon to come. 
I was a long time in that position, because the Coon 
knackered himself taking out the ice-peg and had to be 
lowered down for a rest. It was sleeting wetly and there 
wasn't much to look at in the confines of the chimney. In 
such a situation, between bouts of shivering, one cannot 
help but ponder. I thought back to that perfect week-end 
earlier in the winter, when there had been queues for all the 
famous gullies, and from high on Observatory Buttress I 
had counted sixteen climbers clustered on the Great Tower. 
It had been a marvellous week-end of firm snow and 
brilliant sunshine, yet anti-climax had hovered over it. The 
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summit of the Ben had been as populated as the top of 
Matlock High Tor on a summer's afternoon . Somehow, it 
just wasn 't winter climbing . This was less enjoyable; in 
fact, I can't pretend that I enjoyed a single moment of the 
day, in the way that one consciously savours sunny 
stances and warm rock, or eating steak and chips. But so 
what? What mattered was that the door of the CIC was 
locked in silent condemnation and we had the mountain to 
ourselves. Despite clothes that clung as though I had just 
fallen into a swimming pool, and teeth that chattered like 
a pneumatic drill, I was glad to be there. That sounds 
melodramatic, I know. I can only insist that it was true. 
Admittedly, morale reached an all-time low when, after an 

Centre and right: The second and third pitches of the Gully taken during another ascent during the same season. Paul Nunn is 
tackling the crux of the climb in the right-hand photo. Photos: Ian Campbell 

hour, the Coon was still on the stance below. I even went 
so far as to suggest an abseil, but a timely gust of wind 
blew the words to the oblivion they deserved, and almost 
immediately the rope started coming in again . 
Finally the Coon arrived, looking as uncomfortable as I felt, 
with pendulous drips on eyebrows and nose, but stoical 
as ever. His hands were still cold, so I led on. The final 
pitch looked ferociously steep, and by the time I was forty 
feet from the stance and a nut runner had lifted out, 
confidence demanded a couple of ice screws. The top one 
popped out when I tested it, but there didn't seem to be 
any firmer ice, so I pushed it back in and pretended not to 
notice. In fact, this pitch also proved bridgeable, and it 

was legs rather than arms that could do the work ; 
otherwise, handholds might have been necessary, as the 
hammer picks just weren't biting . Unexpectedly soon I had 
reached the top, emerging to a blessed region where 
spindrift flowed past one's feet instead of over one's head. 
Above, the gully lay back at a comfortable angle for 200ft. 
or so, before the mist gobbled it up. I felt like yodelling, 
but my mouth was too dry, so I simply grinned to myself, 
and then at myself, and was happy. 
As usual, the belay was poor, but the Coon didn't come on 
to the rope, and soon we were moving together up into the 
gathering gloom, wondering if we could be off the mountain 
before dark. We had forgotten the cornice. If we had been 
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sensible the Coon would have buried his deadman just 
below it and I could have climbed it in relative safety. But 
we were both tired, and when I told him not to bother with 
a belay, he took me at my word and stayed where he was, 
100ft. lower. The cornice wasn't that big, but the snow was 
rotten, and twice I was left dangling from a horizontally 
embedded axe. The second time, my arms felt as though 
they couldn't take much more. It was no time to worry 
about margins of safety. Burying one arm in the snow and 
holding my breath lest the footholds collapse again, I 
cautiously withdrew the axe and slashed at the lip until I 
could reach over and tap the axe vertically downwards. 
Seizing the axe in both hands, I threw one leg over the top 
and rolled sideways on to the plateau . We were up. 
However, the saga was by no means over. The Ben was 
wrapped in drizzling mist and night had fallen. It was a 
cautious, probing descent along the plateau rim to No. 4 
gully. Moisture on my glasses reduced visibility to almost 
nil, and as I could see even less without them I gratefully 
abandoned responsibility to the Coon. Once we thought we 
were going uphill and turned back, abortively. But in the 
end we found the marker post and the Coon went over the 
edge. "Blimey, it's steep", he muttered . "Don't worry," 
I replied casually, "there'll be plenty of holds." There was an 
almost inaudible swish, and the Coon had gone. Aghast, 
I peered over in time to see a dark flailing object come to 
rest, an inanimate heap, 120ft. below. "Are you all right?" 
I called inanely, conscious of it even at the time. 
No reply. Now what? My brain unwillingly began to 
consider possible courses of action. At that moment the 
heap stirred, stood up, began to brush itself. Relief almost 
instantaneously gave way to anxiety as I realised that now 
it was my turn to climb down. I examined the marker post, 
hoping for an abseil, but it was inclined and the rope would 
have slipped off. Reluctantly, I lowered myself into 
blackness and found what the Coon had found, that there 
were no ready-made holds in the vertical little head-wall. 
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Having kicked steps for my feet, and thrust in the axe as 
far as it would go, I was faced with the problem of the 
next out-of-balance move. Suddenly it was made for me. 
The footholds collapsed, the axe pulled out, and I was 
falling free. It was only for a few feet, but when I landed I 
toppled over backwards, and at once I was rolling and 
somersaulting out of control. I was never too worried, 
because the snow was deep and the angle of No. 4 eases 
off quickly, but I was relieved nonetheless when I slowed 
to a halt just below the Coon. Chiefly, I was aware that a 
great weight had been taken off my mind. It is much more 
frightening to witness a fall than to experience one 
(assuming that you survive). Watching the Coon and then 
having to follow him had me really gripped. Actually 
falling myself merely put an end to the suspense. 

There was no more drama after that. Only the long plod 
down Caire na Ciste, falling through the snow uncaring 
into meltpools and hidden streams. The CIC had become a 
seductive dream of warmth and brews, but the reality was 
still darkly barred. Squelching downwards by the light of a 
single head-torch, we met a few week-end hopefuls near 
the dam and complacently filled them with gloom. 
Midnight. At the old railway line a rising moon brushed 
aside the clouds to escort us on our way, and the sickly 
aroma of whisky wafted us the last few yards. At the car, 
the bliss of dry clothes - and the rude shock of a 
syphoned petrol tank. Finally, the long, long crawl round 
the loch to the Coe, the Coon waking periodically with a 
jerk of the wheel , worried lest he break his car yet again. 

Rain was still pattering on the bothy roof. The Coon was 
snoring gently. I snuggled deeper into the warmth of my pit. 
SUMMARY 
Scotland. Ben Nevis, Point Five Gully An ascent of one of 
Scotland's most celebrated ice climbs by Rob Collister and Geoff 
Cohen in March 1973. Guidebook : Climbers' Guide to Ben Nevis by 
J. R. Marshall published by the Scottish Mountaineering Club. 



Man or Superman? 
by Tony Toole 

The mountaineer is a peculiar breed of man . In pursuit of 
a type of pleasure incomprehensible to the non-climber, 
he is prepared to suffer fear, pain and even death. 
Uncertainty as to the outcome of a particular venture is 
essential to a true enjoyment of this unique sport. In 
recent years, however, much of this uncertainty has been 
removed by the proliferation of artificial aids and protection 
methods which have been forced on to us by commercial 
interests. Many of these are now being rejected by those 
who are prepared to climb solo, or to explore the less 
familiar and more isolated crags. The cut-throat competition 
and amorality of modern society is also being reflected in 
the behaviour of climbers, and detracts somewhat from the 
atmosphere of the mountains. The unique nature of his sport 
often makes the climber think of himself as some kind of 
superman, and he is sometimes regarded as such by the 
layman. On closer scrutiny, however, I wonder if he really 
lives up to one of the modern concepts of the superman -
that outlined by the German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche. 

Nietzsche's philosophy, which reached its height of 
expression in his great work Thus Spake Zarathustra, has 
been much misquoted and distorted over the years, not 
least by the Nazi propagandists in the 1930's. Nietzsche 
himself would have been the first to condemn National 
Socialism, or any other kind of Socialism for that matter. 
Be that as it may, his influence on mountaineering, 
particularly in pre- and just post-war Germany, was 
undoubtedly very great. He does not actually extol 
mountaineering as such, but for his images of purity and 
courage, he returns constantly to the mountain environment 
and the experiences gained by the climber. The man of 
courage may be a politician or an artist, but he is depicted 
as a mountaineer standing fearlessly on the edge of a 
precipice down which he could be plunged in a second. 
Such courage, though, is of a very solitary kind : 

"Not the courage before witnesses, but the courage of 
an eagle or a hermit, which not even a god observes any 
more ... He possesses heart who knows fear but masters 
it ; who sees the abyss, but with pride." 

One can often perform brave feats when one is observed by 
others, usually because one does not have the courage to 
retreat and lose esteem in the eyes of the witnesses. It is a 
different matter when one is completely alone. 

Glory-seeking, which occurs all too often among climbers, is 
condemned. The sense of achievement one gets on 
performing a deed should depend on the deed itself, not on 
who witnesses or acknowledges it. 

"All great events occur away from glory and the market 
place." 

Solitude is seen to be essential to him who wishes to be 
free and untainted by "the rabble". 

"It is bad to live in town, too many of the lustful live 
there." 
"Flee, my friend, into your solitude ... flee to where the 
raw, rough wind blows." 
"He who climbs the highest mountains laughs at all 
tragedies, real or imaginary." 

The mountaineer, then, is seen as a person who has risen 
above the masses, and is capable of living on a new plane 
of existence. The mountain, where one suffers cold and 
loneliness, is a place of great purity, where a man can 
become more than a man. The mountain environment is 
evoked with great splendour in one of the most beautiful 
passages in literature: 

"To be free of the disgusting rabble ... I had to fly to 

the extreme height. My heart, on which my Summer 
burns, a short, hot, melancholy, over-joyful Summer . .. 
Gone is the lingering affliction of my Spring, gone the 
malice of my snowflakes in June. Summer have I 
become, and Summer noonday. A Summer at the 
extremest height, with cold fountains and blissful 
stillness. For this is our height and our home. We live 
too nobly and boldly here for all unclean men. Their 
bodies and their spirits would call our happiness a cave 
of ice. So let us live above them like strong winds, 
neighbours of the eagles, neighbours of the snow, 
neighbours of the sun ." 

The top climbers of the day always seem to be surrounded 
by a group of admiring camp-followers and hangers-on. 
These are enlikened to flies in a market-place: "They buzz 
around you, even with their praise. They flatter you, as if 
you were a God ... They whine before you ... what of it! 
They are flatterers and whiners, and nothing more". 
People of this sort are familiar at all the climbing centres. 
They labour under the impression that they will be 
recognized as 'great' merely by being seen in the ' right' 
company, or basking in the glory reflected by the 
acknowledged 'greats'. To these, sound advice is given : 
"If you want to rise high, use your own legs! Do not let 
yourself be carried up; do not sit on the backs and 
shoulders of others". 

The type who likes to match his prowess at conquering 
rock faces with a faculty for conquering the opposite sex 
also comes in for some harsh words : "Just look at these 
men .. . they know of nothing better than to lie with a 
woman. There is filth at the bottom of their souls" . 

The Neitzschean Superman is a complete individual. He is 
totally self-sufficient, relying on no-one else either for 
assistance or for recognition. He is able to accept suffering 
or death without fear. 

There is much in Neitzsche's philosophy which is open to 
dispute. I, for example, being of a religious disposition, 
would dispute his assertion that God is dead. Certain ideas 
as to the nature of God are certainly dead, but the 
fundamental mystery remains. I would also take exception 
to his arrogant condemnation of many of the great 
Christian virtues. Nevertheless, there is much that is 
commendable and capable of being incorporated into a 
satisfying philosophy of life. 

But when all is said and done, is it really necessary to 
invoke the concept of a Superman? I think not. Man has 
evolved from creatures who lived according to the law of 
the jungle. Many of the ills of our modern society, which 
Nietzsche so scathingly condemns, are a direct result of the 
heritage we have received from these simian ancestors. It is 
not Man that must be overcome, but his animal nature. 
When he has conquered this, he can truly and proudly call 
himself Man . Because of the unique experience afforded by 
his sport, the mountaineer may be one of the few people 
with the means at his disposal, but can he see the end? 
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ELzEN~ACH 
' 

A short biographical sketch by Uwe Kerner, 
with selected quotations chosen by Klaus Schwartz. 



Willa Welzenbach was the greatest of all alpine ice-climbing pioneers. During the late 'twenties 
and early 'thirties he inspired a revolution in what was considered possible or even desirable in 
ice-climbing. Today, some of his routes have still only received a handful of ascents, and they 
retain their formidable challenge to those aspiring to excel on mixed and ice climbs. 

In the years since Dr. Welzenbach's tragic death on Nanga Parbat in 1934, alpine climbers have 
tended to concentrate mainly on rock problems; but recently ice-climbing has come into its own 
once more, and Welzenbach's climbs are now attracting greater attention. His remarkable 
contribution to alpine climbing is becoming increasingly recognized, adding to his stature as one 
of the leading pioneers in the field. 

Here, a fellow German, Uwe Kerner, examines Welzenbach's climbing career. 

"The dead are not dead" . In 1920 a Munich Schoolboy, 
Willo Welzenbach, wrote a school essay on this subject and 
it was judged above average. He argued that it is painful for 
a nation " to lose artistic, scientific or political greatness". 
Welzenbach became no artist, politician or trail-blazing 
scientist. Yet German mountaineers were not the only ones 
to feel a painful sense of loss when, in 1934, he died of 
exhaustion on Nanga Parbat after days of hopeless struggle 
against a terrible storm. He was a truly remarkable 
mountaineer: few others can claim to have climbed so 
many difficult routes. The significance of his series of first 
ascents, his outstanding personality, his mental attitudes 
and his positive influence on his contemporaries cause 
Welzenbach to be numbered amongst the greatest 
mountaineers of all time. That this is no exaggeration can be 
seen from the fact that during his own lifetime French 
mountaineers named a tower on the South Ridge of the 
Aiguille Noire after him. 
Welzenbach was born in 1900, the son of a senior technical 
railway official. He lived in Munich and matriculated there 
in 1920, at the Technical University. In 1924 he took his 
diploma as a civil engineer, with excellent results. He went 
first to the railways and entered the Munich City Service as 
a qualified technical engineer in 1928. This post released 
the young, unmarried Welzenbach from those financial 
worries with which so many mountaineers of that t ime had 
to struggle. He gained his doctorate under Professor 
Wilhelm Paulke, with his thesis 'On the stratigraphy of 
snow deposits and the mechanics of snow movements 
including conclusions on the methods of build-up'. 
Between 1921 and 1934 Welzenbach made about fifty first 
ascents on rock and ice. Among the best known are his 
routes in the Bernese Alps and the Valais. His explorations 
on the major ice faces of the Alps were so thorough that 
what he left in the way of untried north walls were soon 
called the 'ultimate problems'. The list of his first ascents on 
steep ice and on mixed terrain is so comprehensive that 
almost every important alpinist has probably followed 
Welzenbach 's tracks at one time or another. The north walls 
of the Grands Charmoz, the Dent d'Herens, the Fiescherhorn, 
the Nesthorn, the Grosshorn, the Lauterbrunnen Breithorn, 
the Gletscherhorn and the Gspaltenhorn have lost none of 
their reputation as the highest and most difficult ice walls 
of the Alps since Welzenbach's time. His explorations 
extended even into the eastern Alps, especially in the 
Glockner group, giving rise to climbs only slightly inferior to 
his great Swiss routes. 
It is small wonder that many alpinists marvel at 
Welzenbach 's north wall routes, but avoid them because of 
the unusual training and nervous effort they demand. 
Welzenbach's climbs have today become the aim of those 
mountaineers who, bored with the bustle on popular routes, 
seek more esoteric rewards. His ice wall routes are certainly 
never likely to become fashionable with those who try to 
make up for a minimum of alpine skill with a maximum of 
bivouacking. The danger of rock and ice falls on the great 

north walls of the Bernese Alps demands a fast pace, and 
only experienced ice-climbers will want to do more than 
one route here. 

Indicative of how well-suited Welzenbach was for the north 
walls he attempted, and how circumspectly he chose his 
companions, is the fact that neither he, nor any of his 
companions on his climbs, ever suffered the slightest 
accident. He took little equipment on his major climbs, 
reasoning that " whoever takes bivouac gear must also use 
if'. The fact that, despite this attitude, he and Willy Merkl 
held out for five days and nights in a storm on the north 
wall of the Grands Charmoz and then completed the climb, 
shows what enormous safety potential they had at their 
disposal. Welzenbach described the incident thus : 

" A fourth night began. During this night our stay on our 
narrow bivouac spot became almost unbearable torture. 
For days our limbs had had no opportunity for 
movement. Every muscle ached from the enforced 
squatting on that small spot. When daylight broke the 
sky was clear. We began the ascent ; it was the hardest 
work possible. Each hand-hold and each foothold had 
to be dug out of the new snow ; the rock beneath was 
covered with ice. Yet the knowledge that our lives were 
at stake gave us the strength to achieve what had 
seemed quite impossible to us when we left our bivouac." 

It is characteristic of Welzenbach that, apart from this 
episode, no further exciting or dramatic incidents are 
recorded by him. He approached his faces with the utmost 
caution and preferred to turn back if optimum conditions 
did not prevail. 

Welzenbach 's influence on the development of alpinism, 
especially in the German -speaking countries, becomes clear 
when one considers the state of alpinism at the beginning of 
the 'twenties. A small , affluent group of '4,000 metre 
collectors' had been instrumental in defining, both verbally 
and in writing, just what constituted the greatest 
achievement in alpine terms. These people were not averse 
to self-congratulation ; they proudly called themselves " the 
guideless", and only recognized what was in keeping with 
their ideals. However, they could only maintain their self
imposed haloes so long as financial limitations prevented the 
young from getting to the walls of the western Alps. 
Welzenbach was one of the first to set this regime tottering . 
Quite unconsciously, but nevertheless effectively, he helped 
to do away with the glorification of the mediocre in German 
alpine climbing, ushering in a technical trend which led to 
the accomplishment of more difficult climbs. His 
achievements, founded on a solid training of hard rock 
climbing on the great routes of the Eastern Alps, assisted in 
the setting of new standards which were applied to the 
most difficult problems in the Western Alps. Furthermore, his 
utterly factual and objective route descriptions placed 
Welzenbach sharply in contrast to many of his contemporaries. 
Even today, his ascent descriptions provide the best 
information about the great ice walls ; of what other writer of 
the period could the same be said? 
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Above: The North Face of the Grassham - Ray Colledge and Dennis Davis climbing. Photo: Rob Ferguson. 

Welzenbach's instinct for the objective assessment of 
dangers and difficulties was put to good use in his work on 
the guidebook for the Wetterstein range. He describes his 
routes clearly and lucidly in broad outline, without losing 
himself in details, and his instructions about difficult 
sections are accurate and informative. Apropos of this, 
Welzenbach was responsible for adding the sixth grade to 
Dimer's already popular grading system . He also elaborated 
the system with examples from both the limestone of the 
Eastern Alps and the rock and ice climbs of the Western 
Alps. His examples were striking and his arguments clear. 
Italian and French mountaineers took up his proposals and 
for decades his scale was used in all parts of the Alps. 
It is generally thought that Welzenbach was only proficient 
on ice; in fact he also accomplished many of the difficult 
rock climbs of his time, and within only two years he 
became the most experienced rock climber in the Academic 
Alpine Association of Munich (Akademischer Alpenverein 
Miinchen). In 1923 he completed the Di..ilfer routes on the 
Fleischbank and the Totenkirchl, in the Kaisergebirge, as 
well as the Fiechtl/Herzog route on the South Face of the 
Schi..isselkarspitze, in the Wetterstein. A year later he made 
the third ascent of the Fiechtl/Weinberger route on the 
Predigtstuhl, perhaps the most difficult rock climb of the 
day. Also at that time he made a solo crossing of all peaks 
of the Griesnerkar, in the Kaiser range, which has become 
known as a lasting achievement in fast, solo climbing. 
However, in mountaineering, success is measured not only 
by what is achieved; much more significant is how that 
achievement is accomplished. Welzenbach showed himself 
to be a climber of pronounced talent ; his greatest strength 
was his preference for leg-work, which he exploited to the 
full. He would calmly stand on the smallest foothold, tiptoe 
over the steepest slopes and slip across the most fragile 
crevasse bridges. He would rarely retreat on rock, preferring 
first to look up and study the route, then set to, and make it 
work- all without rushing, but carefully balancing every move. 
Outwardly, Welzenbach was tall and broad; but he was by no 
means a muscular type. After climbing a difficult section on 
the Schi..isselkarspitze, he said: "This spot went hard for me, 
damned hard; overcoming it is a question of brute strength . 
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I gave everything I had there. I'm not an athlete nor a 
bouldering acrobat. " 
By 1925 Welzenbach 's interests were turning more and 
more towards large-scale climbs on ice. In the autumn of 
1926 he suffered a severe elbow disorder, which left him 
with a stiff joint; extreme rock climbs became impossible 
for him. However, as a result of this handicap, which often 
compelled him to make maximum use of his legs in order to 
remove the strain from his arm, he later became a master 
of unparalleled accomplishment in dangerously fragile 
terrain that demanded sure-footedness. Thus in a curious 
way his physical handicap made him develop and exploit a 
skill which later took him smoothly and safely up the most 
forbidding ice walls of the western Alps. 
During his greatest years, Welzenbach's zest for action led 
him to all the most important alpine groups. He tended to 
concentrate on one area at a time, visiting it again and 
again. Few climbs of any great difficulty had been done in 
the Western Alps at this time, so in each area that he 
visited he found he was climbing at standards of difficulty 
and seriousness that were quite new. In some areas, such 
as the Gross Glockner group and the Bernese Oberland, he 
and his companions were the only climbers making difficult 
first ascents; while elsewhere, as in the Vala is and the 
Mont Blanc group, he was just one of a number of climbers 
who were pushing forward the standards of climbing 
during that period. 
Whenever Welzenbach came to an area for the first time, he 
always had plans to attempt some great face right from the 
start. Often, some view he obtained during the approach, or 
on the climb itself, or on the summit, gave him a stimulus 
for further challenges which were then planned and carried 
out. In this respect, Lucien Devies called him a "conqueror 
for whom only great untried faced were the object of his 
attack". For Welzenbach, a host of factors made it seem 
practical and rational to return to the same area as soon as 
possible after a successful climb in order to tackle something 
else. As a professional man he was affluent enough to be 
able to travel regularly to different parts of the Alps, even 
for visits of only a few days, perhaps only for a weekend, 
and he made purposeful and successful use of this privilege. 



The planning and strategy of Welzenbach's climbs were 
unusual for the time. In the autumn of 1926, for example, 
he paid a long visit to the Grossglockner group. First of a II , 
he devoted himself to the snow cornices of the Kaindlgrat, 
making a scientific investigation into their structure as 
part of a study which he undertook with Professor 
Paulke. On this occasion he was accompanied by Karl Wien 
and, as the two figures dug their way through the outward 
jutting cornices, their glances wandered over to the 
north-west wall of the Glockerin, standing there in all its 
greatness, waiting to be climbed . Having completed their 
scientific work, the pair rushed across and climbed the face. 
Two days later they made the first ascent of the North Face 
of the Eiskogel. The weather then turned bad and they were 
forced to abandon their plans to climb the North Face of the 
Grossglockner as well. Both went home. During the 
journey home, the weather began to clear ; Welzenbach 
immediately sent a telegram to Wien, suggesting that they 
should meet in Scharnitz to climb the north wall of the 
Laliderspitze. They met, as arranged, the following day, and 
completed the ascent so quickly that Welzenbach was 
easily able to travel back by train to Munich the same 
evening . Eight days later the pair made the postponed first 
ascent of the north wall of the Grossglockner. 

His explorations in the Glockner group laid the foundations 
for Welzenbach 's later successes. Previously (July 1924) , he 
and Fritz Rigele climbed the north-west face of the Gross 
Wiesbachhorn. This climb is of more than ordinary 
importance, in that it marks the start of the modern ice
climbing period, for it was the first time in the history of 
alpinism that ice pitons (designed by Rigele) were used. 
With this transfer to ice faces of devices and techniques used 
in rock climbing, a new era of difficult ice-climbing 
commenced . 
Only one year later, thanks to the new techniques, 
Welzenbach and Eugen Allwein climbed the north wall of 
the Dent d'Herens. Writing about one section of this 
difficult route, Welzenbach said: 

"I drive a long piton into the brittle ice, attach the 
karabiner, pull the rope through - and then to work. 
First I try to scramble up the traverse somehow, but I 
immediately realize the fruitlessness of my attempt. 
Even if my foot with its crampons finds sufficient 
support, there is no grip for my fingers on the bulging 
face of the ice. Then I have a good idea. I will try to 
overcome the obstacle with a rope traverse. Isn't that 
just what we learned those technical niceties for on the 
rock faces of the Eastern Alps? The rope taut, I shout 
to my friend. I brace myself against the cornice with my 
feet and lay the weight of my body into the rope. 
Gently my body moves to the left, my hand reaches a 
small cleft, I clamp my fist into it and swing myself 
across." 

And so, for the first time, a rope traverse was performed on 
ice. For long afterwards the north wall of the Dent d' Herens 
was considered the most difficult ice face in the Alps, a 
reputation that died only with Roche's and Greloz's ascent 
of the north wall of the Aiguille de Triolet. Even so, climbing 
this 4,000ft. route is still today an undertaking of the 
first order. -

If one considered only his technique and a list of his 
achievements, one might perhaps think Welzenbach was 
merely an Alpine technocrat. But t hat would be doing him 
an injustice, for Welzenbach was a man of feeling who did 
not shrink from revealing himself to others. After his ascent 
of the South Face of the Schusselkarspitze, he described his 
impressions on the summit thus: 

"I would just like to sit down here and gaze and gaze. I 
would like to shout for joy and good fortune ; for joy at 
the beauty of the world, for fortune at the fulfilment of 
a wish so strongly desired. And another feel ing of a 
special kind goes through me ; a feeling of the highest 
satisfaction after a particular achievement, such as is 
not granted to every mountaineer." 

It is no wonder that for a mountaineer like Welzenbach the 
Alps became too small and no longer satisfied his zest for 
activity, and perhaps also his explorer's urge. Unable to 
take part in the AAVM expeditions to Pie Lenin and 
Kanchenjunga in 1928 and 1929, he began to formulate his 

own plans, and by 1929 these were approaching fruition . 
He had studied the literature on the Himalayas and had 
carefully read Mummery's records and letters. To him it 
seemed more appropriate not to go for the highest 8,000m. 
peaks first ; instead, he made his aim Nanga Parbat. 
Welzenbach drew up an expedition plan for the mountain ; 
he secured the finance, exchanged extensive correspondence 
with the mountaineering and politically important 
personalities in British India and smoothed all paths for the 
expedition. Everything seemed in order when the German 
Foreign Ministry, favouring Professor G. 0 . Dyhrenfurth 's 
International Himalaya Expedition to the Kanchenjunga 
Group, called off Welzenbach's expedition in the belief that 
only one Himalayan expedition from Germany was 
reasonable. 
In 1931 there were again hopes and extensive preparations. 
But again Welzenbach was cruelly disappointed, for Paul 
Bauer's expedition to Kanchenjunga took priority. Others 
now took over his plans, and Welzenbach showed himself 
even in these bitter circumstances to be generous and noble, 
for he unselfishly helped them and smoothed the paths with 
contacts made previously. Merkl, who had pushed himself 
into the foreground the year before, became leader of the 
expedition; Welzenbach took on the role of deputy. It 
probably did not please him to give up the leadership of an 
expedition that he had originated as his own plan. Friends 
warned him against subordinating himself to Merkl ; the 
events of the expedition proved how right they were. Yet 
Merkl's claim on the leadership was based on the fact that 
he had already led one expedition to Nanga Parbat. 

Welzenbach later commented on the shortcomings of the 
expedition's leadership in a letter to his mother : 

"Now finally the renewed attack on the Nanga should 
begin .. . the long-awaited tsampa and other provisions 
having arrived this morning. We will be in two groups : 
first, Merkl, Welzenbach, Schneider, Aschenbrenner, 
Bechtold, Mullritter ; second, Wieland, Bernard, Kuhn, 
Sangster. The departure of the first group was 
originally fixed for today. Merkl and Bechtold cannot 
however get away from the main camp and are not 
coming up until tomorrow. Consequently the advance 
will of course be delayed again . 
"I believe that Merkl has still not recognized what is 
at stake ; nor does he realize that the success of the 
whole undertaking depends on the fact that at the end 
quite energetic measures must be adopted. Otherwise we 
shall have to turn back home without reaching the 
summit and Merkl will be required to explain just what 
was achieved with the 175,000 or 200,000 Reichmarks 
that the undertaking will cost. For the time being, 
however, writing letters in the main camp seems to him 
to be much more important than the advance to the 
summit. He enjoys himself here in the role of pasha, a 
role which up there, when it is either do or die, he 
will probably have to give up . .. 
" You w ill be asking yourself why I am telling you all 
this. Well , because I do not want to entrust it to my 
diary. One never knows if one's diary is going to fall 
into the hands of strangers. For example, Merkl took 
Balbo's (Drexel's) diary immediately. On the other 
hand these things seem important enough to be 
recorded in case there is argument some day about the 
outcome of the expedition . Ba Ibo was buried on the 11th. 
The expedition should have started again immediately, 
on the 11th or 12th, regardless of whether the tsampa 
was there or not. Then we should now perhaps already 
be at the finish , round the summit. We would have had 
enough provisions to be able to do without the tsampa 
if necessary. But we let precious time slip by. The past 
four days even brought cloudless weather which we did 
not use. Until the middle of July the weather should be 
reliable, then it becomes uncertain . Will we do it by 
then? Scarcely, with the methods adopted until now ! 
"The expedition is also too large and cumbersome. There 
are several camp-followers in it, who are only a burden 
on the advance because they require porters, provisions 
and tents ; they are useless to the expedition but want 
to be on the summit. One cannot expect to bring a 
party of ten or twelve people on to an 8,000m. 
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Above: The 1934 German Nanga Parbat expedition. The climbers involved in the disastrous retreat were: Schneider, Welzenbach, Aschenbrenner 
and Merkl (ranged left to centre in the front row) and Wieland (behind Aschenbrenner and Merkl) . Below: A diagram of the scene of the tragedy. 



The motives that drove Welzenbach to do his climbs remain obscure. The climbs themselves are 
well-documented in a book that was published posthumously, but Welzenbach the man remains 
an enigma. Here Klaus Schwartz examines Welzenbach's book and culls some of his fleeting yet 
revealing comments to add further flesh to the portrait Kerner has produced. 

Welzenbach's writings all follow a very similar pattern 
within which certain typical trains of thought can easily be 
detected. Thus his first impressions below those big 
unclimbed faces of the 'twenties and 'thirties were always 
compounded of a mixture of horror, cold fear and nagging 
doubt. A brief glance at the North Face of the Fiescherhorn, 
for example, left 

"a great impression of the face - formidable and 
intimidating .. . " 

Yet these sensations were obviously an all - important 
stimulus since he found the face 

" .. . for all that especially attractive ... " 
and he continues : 

"I said to myself again and again: a direct route has to 
be forced up." 

A more detailed example of the way in which Welzenbach's 
ideas developed can be found in his article on the North 
Face of the Glockerin . At first he states: 

" . .. probably no one would ever set foot on this face 
at all . .. " 

but later he takes a more logical view: 
"I have seen the wall a few times since ... what I had 
thought impossible and irresponsible, now seemed well 
within my capabilities. It is well-known that things 
which seem frightening at first lose their terror as soon 
as one looks at them from a distance . .. Calculating 
coolly and uninfluenced by momentary moods .. . I 
slowly came to believe this face was possible." 

Once he had convinced himself of possible success, he 
disliked nothing more than hesitation: 

"We were convinced that we would win this time . .. 
A year ago we had looked at it (the North Face of the 
Fiescherhorn) with horror ; now we saw it with cool 
objectivity . . . now there was no hesitation." 

His beliefs in this respect were summed up in his 
culminating remark: 

"No great deeds have ever been achieved by hesitation." 

Welzenbach does not tell us anything about his 
relationships with his climbing partners, who are without 
fail called "friends". In fact he does not say very much at all 
about his fellow climbers. 

"Friend Schultze was an enthusiastic and reliable 
partner; Herr Alfred Drexel and Dr. Hermann Rudy were 
also members of the party . .. " 

That is as far as he would go. One mountaineer, however, 
got a special mention : 

"Master climber (Hans) Pfann invited me to accompany 
him on his trip to the Western Alps. This honoured me 
highly, since I could rightly expect to emerge from 
Pfann's training as a complete ice-climber." 

This passage also throws some light on Welzenbach's 
superb ice-climbing background. Pfann's influence may well 
have been important in determining his later preference for 
ice routes. 

Before starting on a climb, Welzenbach always made a last 
quick survey of the route and its immediate surroundings. 

"Just below the top (of the Gletscherhorn North Face) 
is a small hanging glacier. Below that, half-way up the 
wall, there is a steep, almost vertical rock barrier. The 
lower face is cut by a huge gully, a funnel for stone-fall 
and ice avalanches from the entire upper part of the 
face. We were not to enter this for risk of our lives. The 
best line up ... " 

Once he was on a face, we can only guess what was going 
on inside Welzenbach's mind, which was probably occupied 
with problems of progress and technicalities. Descriptions of 
his undertakings are factual and clear, written with 

guidebook-like precision . Difficulties are mentioned without 
eloquence or self-glorification. 

"It (a ramp on the Dent d'Herens North Face, just below 
the Finch Terrace) ends just short of the rim in a round, 
shallow cave. The world seems to be barricaded, 
progress impossible. The roof of the cave forms a 
protruding snow overhang. To cut it with an axe would 
have taken hours of strenuous work. Friend Allwein has 
an idea : he pushes the long shaft of his old-fashioned 
East-Alpine ice -axe - I had often laughed at it -
through the three foot roof of the cave. I push myself 
to the outer lip of the overhang and get hold of the tip 
of the shaft, which is showing through the snow - a 
mantleshelf and I am up." 

Even clearly dangerous and very hard pitches do not get 
much more than a laconic mention . 

"Should we rope up? (Two-thirds of the way up the 
Gspaltenhorn.) Should we belay pitch after pitch? No, 
it would have been useless. The rock was terribly loose 
with very few holds ; it was covered with snow, grit and 
water-streaks and was also extremely steep, so that 
proper belays would have been impossible . . . Our 
moves were more like crawling, every one on a different 
line to avoid the danger of unavoidable stone-fall. 
Every now and then a volley from high above ... a 
nerve wrecking struggle . . . " 

His coverage of surely frightening situations is equally 
straightforward. 

"We were looking for another possibility (on the 
Lauterbrunnen Breithorn) when an ominous roar shook 
the air. Stone-fall swept down the face, debris crashing 
on to the steep ice. We threw ourselves down, 
cowering behind ice blocks. Slowly the howling 
abated ... " 

The "nerve wrecking struggle" mentioned in the 
Gspaltenhorn account gives us a hint of Welzenbach's 
state of mind during his climbs. His psychological 
involvement occasionally shows through: 

"Rather a depressed mood got hold of us. The crazy 
steepness of the ice slopes .. . the frightening silence, a 
hard stress on our nerves." 

And yet, in really tight situations, as during the epic 
Charmoz bivouac (1931 ), he stays as cool as his 
surroundings : 

"Our situation did not bother us too much. We were 
more worried about what might be happening in 
Chamonix or back home ... The thought of a rescue 
for our sake was unbearable." 

Even in the face of difficulty, Welzenbach overlooks neither 
his surroundings, nor the weather: 

"shreds of mist coming from nowhere, licking greedily 
up the ice face (Wiesbachhorn North-West Face), 
blown away to make room for more." 

nor the special atmosphere on a classic route: 
" .. . the impressions on this great classic ridge (Zmutt 
Ridge) were so overwhelming that I still remember 
every detail ... " 

Leads were always shared according to the individuals' 
qualities, their fitness and other attributes which can be 
interpreted as indirect compliments to his partners' 
particular abilities. 

"I took the lead ( on the North Face of the 
Fiescherhorn) to give Tillman, who had been in front 
up to now, some rest ... " 

Nevertheless, Welzenbach preferred to be in front: 
"How I wished I could have done the leading (on the 
traverse Matterhorn/Dent d'Herens) ." 
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Above: Alfred Drexel leading on the difficult traverse on the North 
Face of the N esthorn. Drexel, one of Welzenbach's regular climbing 
partners, died of Pulmonary Oedema on Nanga Parbat. 
Below: The 'master climber' Hans Pfann - " I could rightly expect to 
emerge from Pfann's training as the complete ice climber' '. 
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On this occasion, however, he was in the company of 
" master climber Pfann" . 
Bivouacs, made with the poorest of equipment and no dou bt 
extremely uncomfortable (sack -shaped bags of Mosetig 
material were the only shelter) , are mentioned just as 
briefly as everything else. 

" The bivouac w as bitterly cold and long .. . " 
is the only reference to a fourteen-hour, storm -enforced 
bivouac on a tiny sloping ledge half -way up the North-West 
Face of the Gletscherhorn. Even the seemingly endless 
Charmoz epic was treated with the same apparent 
nonchalance. But afterw ards, Welzenbach admitted : 

" The happenings of the last few days seem like a 
nightmare ... we were glad we had fought our w ay 
from a hopeless situation in bad weather with our own 
strength. A situation which could have meant certain 
death for many." 

On a summit, with a route completed, Welzenbach's 
thoughts typically ran as follows : 

"We look back over the way we had come ... 
incredible" (after the Matterhorn / Dent d'Herens 
traverse) . 

The effect was usually: 
"As if a huge burden had been taken off my shoulders" 
(Eiskogele North Face). 

And this in turn would give way to : 
"A feeling of complete satisfaction. An old wish had 
come true: the proud peak had been conquered by its 
proudest face" (Glockner North Face) . 

But the feeling of satisfaction was genuine only if the route 
had been as direct as was possible in Welzenbach's day and 
actually finished on the summit. If this was not the case as, 
say, on the first attempt on the Charmoz in 1931 , when he 
reached the North-West Ridge about 450ft. below the top, 
he was honest enough to admit: 

" Our success was not fully satisfying . . . the thought of 
an incomplete victory depressed us." 

And a second attempt was therefore planned straight away. 

In his assessment of encountered difficulties, Welzenbach 
was very objective, and he put a lot of thought into his 
considerations: 

"We had taken little more than four hours for this climb 
(the Brenva Spur), once one of the greatest routes in the 
Alps, today a comfortable half-day outing. This is a 
curious change which happens to many classical under
takings. I have often thought about the resaons. Is it a 
result of progress in mountaineering techniques and 
equipment, or is it due to a change in the climber's 
attitude towards his mountains? Probably it is something 
of both. Today's generation approaches Alpine 
problems with more naturalness and an absolute feeling 
of superiority. This attitude gives wings to physical 
performance and is thus vital for success. But is it a 
welcome development or not? As regards progress it is 
certainly welcome. On the other hand it is a pity that 
all the classic routes of our Alpine pioneers thus lose 
face and reputation. Maybe after us - who think 
ourselves so outstanding - another generation will 
come and smile at the routes which today are regarded 
as the ultimate." 

Even earlier, in 1922, Welzenbach (an extremely competent 
rock climber by then) had expressed his belief that higher 
difficulties could only be achieved by a greater 
accumulation of top grade pitches. He wrote : 

"Post-war routes have almost reached the upper limit of 
what a climber can do. The future will tell whether this 
is true." 

On a summit, or on the way down after a climb, 
Welzenbach's imagination would often be caught by a 
sometimes even more fascinating goal somewhere in the 
neighbourhood. This was particularly the case when a good 
route continuously stayed within view, as on the 
Mitteleggi Ridge in 1929. 

"The problem (the Fiescherhorn North Face) left us 
highly excited concerning its solution . It was only 
natural to make the face our next route, in order to 
force a quick decision. 



1925 Gross Wiesbachhorn (North West Face). 

1924 Dent d'Herens (North Face Direct); Lyskamm/ East Peak (North Face Variant). 

1926 Glockerin (North West Face); Eiskiigele (North Face); Grossglockner (North Face); 
Zermatt Brei thorn (North West Face); Aig . Noire (Pointe Welzenbach/South Ridge). 

1930 Gross Fiescherhorn (North Face Direct). 

1931 Grands Charmoz (North Face). 

1932 Grosshorn (North Face); Gspaltenhorn (North East Face); Gletscherhorn (North 
West Face); Lauterbrunnen Breithorn (North Face Direct) . 

1933 Nesthorn (North Face). 

So Welzenbach moved from one great success to another, 
1932 being an especially productive year. His approach and 
his mental attitude towards climbing remained unchanged 
throughout his life, so far as we can tell from his writing . 
His routes left him 

"convinced that we have achieved values that make life 
more meaningful and provide our existence with a 
lasting significance which lifts us from every-day life to 
true humanity" (after the Lauterbrunnen Breithorn 
success in 1929) . 

Although he retained this clear-cut attitude towards his 
mountaineering, Welzenbach seemed to realize even as far 
back as 1924 that, hidden in the mist, similar to the ice 
bu lge on the North -West Face of the Wiesbachhorn, 
there was 

"an invisible, yet instinctively perceptible and 
threatening something above our heads ... " 

Premonition-like, he puts it thus: 
"Not only skill is needed for success but luck too, 
since the dangers threatening a climber are just too 
numerous. Destiny will always be in the hands of fate, 
hanging like the sword of Damocles over every 
climber's head, sparing one by mere luck and 
destroying the other." 

The point was drastically proved ten years later, by the 
unhappy events on Nanga Parbat in 1934. 

Karl Wien (Welzenbach's partner on many routes in the 
Glockner and Mont Blanc areas) said of Welzenbach in his 
obituary that 

"A climb was everyth ing, fame nothing." 
Yet Welzenbach 's routes are still treated with great respect 
today; as an assessment of their seriousness, the words of 
Erich Schultze, Welzenbach's companion on the 
Gspaltenhorn and some of the other big Bernese Oberland 
routes, still ring true: 

"These huge faces required extraordinary physical 
performances apart from high technical standards. They 
are amongst the most dangerous routes in the Western 
Alps ... They demand nerves of steel, they require the 
last ounce of friendship and reliability from the 
participants. On these climbs, one mistake, one piece of 
carelessness would mean disaster for all. It would be 
possible to make these routes slightly safer by the use of 
numerous ice and rock pitons. But this would double or 
treble the time taken. As stable weather is one of the 
priorities for these undertakings (bad weather produces 
a much higher proportion of threatening objective 
dangers), the climbs have to be done in as short a time 
as possible ; the use of pitons must therefore be kept 
to a minimum ... " 

The same note is sounded generations later, in 1966, in 
Gerd Siedhoff's brief remarks on the North Face of the 
Lauterbrunnen Breithorn, when he claims: 

"This route is one of the hardest of the great North Face 
routes of the Bernese Alps and is, apart from the North 
Face of the Eiger, one of the most serious ... " 

Welzenbach's reputation today must surely stand a lot 
higher than in his life-time. His schoolboy phrase "the dead 
are not dead" has, in his case, been wholly vindicated. 

SUMMARY 
A biographical article on the great German Alpinist Willo Welzenbach 
with selected quotations from the book We!zenbach which was 
published posthumously. 

BOMB SHELTER 
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Above: Bridwell and Olsen on the final third of the 2000ft. lower from Camp 5. The North Americe Wall is in the background This and following photos: National Park Service 

i YOSEMITE RESCUE 
Q 

0 a: 
c5 
~ 

-~ We have recently received photographs of last year's epic 
1 "' rescue on the Nose of El Capitan, when Neal Olsen fell 
-c: and broke his leg above Camp 5. He was subsequently 
-~ lowered on a stretcher down the whole face. 
'ti 
~ Technical skill has tended to belittle the apparent 

• ~ seriousness of the big wall routes in recent years, but this 
;; rescue, and the photographs, emphasise the sheer scale of 
~ El Capitan and the potential hazards involved in rescue 
8 . "' on any of its routes. 
"' -s Olsen was injured at 6 a.m. on September 23rd 1972. Word 
~ had reached Yosemite Village by 7 .20 a.m., and rapid and 
~ efficient preparations were soon underway for a rescue. 
-s Yosemite rescues are organised by the Park Service who 
-c: enlist climbers (at $7.00 an hour) to assist them if the 
~ work demands skilled technical help. Though the principle 
. ~ of paying climbers for what is usually a voluntary service 
~ is very dubious, there is no doubt that in Yosemite the 
~ liaison between officialdom and climbers has lead to 
'o greater understanding between the two groups. This rescue J was particularly helpful in this respect and climber/ranger 
., relations have been improving ever since. 
i:: So smoothly did the two groups work that, less than 
l!! five hours after the alarm had been raised, 19 climbers and ·.;; 
8. a huge stockpile of gear had been shuttled to the top of 
c3' El Capitan by helicopter. A team of six climbers then 

abseiled over 900ft. (much of it free) to reach the injured 
Olsen and his companion Haack by the evening. The 
whiplashing of the stretched rope caused the sheath to fray 
at several points (a sobering pointer of hazards to come) 
and, mindful of the Madsen accident in 1968, all climbers 
were belayed from above during their descent. 

The following morning Olsen, strapped into a stretcher 
guided by Jim Bridwell , was lowered directly down the 
wall. On the ledges at Camp 5 the others played out the 
two supporting ropes, fed to them from spools on the 
summit through two sets of 2+ 2+ 2 karabiner brakes. From 
time to time the lowering was interrupted while the 
Camp 5 team passed the knots around the brakes and then 
sheathed them with plastic bottles to protect them 
from abrasion . 

One of the great fears was the risk to the stretcher from rope 
abrasion round overhangs, loose rock and the risk of 
snagging behind protruding flakes. In the event these fears 
were exaggerated as Bridwell steered the stretcher well ; by 
the time he was halfway down the face the concavity of the 
rock left the lowering ropes well clear of hazard. 
The pair reached the ground at 1 .30 p.m. after a descent 
of three and a half hours ; by 10.40 p.m. the rescue 
was complete, with virtually all the gear recovered and 
the Camp 5 team safely quitting the face by abseil. 
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Left: Two photos showing the initial stages of the lower, first leaving Camp 5 and later crossing the lip of the Great Roof. 
Above: Bridwell begins the 900ft. abseil to Camp 5 safeguarded by a top rope. Below: Olsen being secured into the stretcher. 

Above: Bridwell and Olsen nearing the ground at the end of the lower. Below: A helicopter and spectators wait in the meadows 
below El Capitan. 



Letters 
Austin answers criticism of new Langdale guide, and explains reasons for 
omitting Matheson 's routes. "l do not see crags as impressive backcloths 
where ruthless men can construct their climbs". 

Austin - Defender of the Faith or harsh dictator? 

Austin's Answer 

Dear Sir, 
Taking the points made by Rob 
Matheson in your last issue in 
the order raised, the reasoning 
underlying the decisions made 
was as follows. 
It was felt that the first two 
pitches of The Sun were merely 
a method of extending the main 
pitch into a full length route. 
They actually climbed the same 
features as the parent route a 
few feet to the side. A 
discussion with Tony Barley 
confirmed this opinion, and we 
decided to drop them. 
I may point out here that the 
same criteria were used on my 
routes and on routes by other 
F.R.C.C. members. Last summer, 
for instance, I did a route to 
the right of F Route on Gimmer. 
I mentioned to Valentine that I 
was thinking of including two 
lower pitches to give it some 
length. The reply was immediate 
and to the point. The route is 
now a direct finish to Whit's 
End. 
With regard to honesty and 
Ragman·s Trumpet, I am aware 
that attempts had been made on 
this crack and that Pete 
Livesey got a considerable way 
up, but stories of an earlier 
ascent are untrue. I am 
satisfied that Rod Valentine was 
the first man to reach the ledge 
above the right wall of Stoney 
Buttress by climbing the big 
wall crack. As to whether the 
later line was " greatly 
superior", it really doesn't 
matter. I believe the first line 
on a new wall or buttress must 
be a natural one. Direct routes, 
'eliminate' type routes, various 
hybrids and so on can come 
later. Essentially a great 
mountaineering line like this 
must follow the easiest way. 
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One may wish that this fine 
corner was the only way, or that 
that line of jugs over there was 
somewhere else, but one can 't 
ignore the fact of their 
existence. The correct solution 
to a rock problem must be the 
easy one. The finish produced by 
Pete Livesey is a very fine one, 
but it isn't even direct ; it is 
well to one side of the crack. 
Any criticism on this score 
would have been better directed 
at (say) Gillette, where the 
later finish was at least direct. 

Cruel Sister was omitted from 
the guide because I did not 
believe it had been climbed . I 
cannot see how a party can claim 
to have been successful when, 
having failed on the crux, they 
have simply gone round to the 
top of the cliff, hung a sling 
down over it and then swarmed 
up from below. Surely rock 
climbing is a challenge, and 
superb lines like this rib throw 
down their challenge to 
succeeding generations of 
climbers, until eventually 
along comes someone who can 
do the climb. I do not see crags 
as an impressive back-cloth 
where ruthless men can 
construct their climbs. 
However, this put me in a 
difficult situation. Obviously, I 
found it hard to reconcile my 
belief that climbing is basically a 
'hands-and -feet' job with routes 
such as Cruel Sister, Peccadillo 
and Kaisergebirge, and I seriously 
though1t that I ought to leave 
the job to someone else on the 
grounds that I was out of touch 
with the modern climber. But 
when I saw the truly remarkable 
competence of the very talented 
young climbers now at work in 
my own area, and particularly 
when I saw the enormous 
amount of effort and thought that 

Matheson - a climber wronged or embittered critic? 

they were putting into making 
such free ascents as the Left 
Wall of Cenotaph, or the 
Central Wall at Kilnsey, I 
realized that it wasn 't me who 
was out of touch . 
Incidentally, I would point out 
that the locals do not regard me 
as a particularly 'pure' climber. 
The modern viewpoint is 
illustrated by a remark that 
floated in from the background 
when I was holding a runner in 
order to clip into it : "If ifs 
not aid, what are you holding 
it for?" 
Bringing in Pendulum does not 
improve the case. Pendulum was 
already an old route (1952/ 53 
vintage) when the last guide 
was written (1965) , and it was 
even then too old for any 
decision or pronouncement to 
be made. I can therefore see no 
reason why the existence of 
Pendulum should be made an 
excuse for indiscriminate 
sling - hanging and so on . 
With regard to my statements on 
Cruel Sister: when I said that I 
had used tension and all I knew 
to get on to that rib, Matheson 
misconstrued it if he thought I 
meant pitons. In fact, the first 
ascent of Arcturus was an 
attempt on this rib. I tried to 
traverse right, just above the 
overhang, from the holly tree 
stance on Arcturus. This failed, 
so I tried it again with the rope 
through a runner in the crack 
which eventually became the 
next pitch of Arcturus. Again I 
fail ed. No pitons were used . I 
regard skyhooks as tools of the 
aid man - as the Americans do. 
My enquiry as to why Matheson 
hadn't used a peg merely meant 
that I saw no merit in using a 
skyhook as opposed to a peg . At 
that time, I assumed (quite 
reasonably, I think) that the 

peg and sling I could see had 
been put in from below. It 
wasn't until that evening that 
Dave Miller told me the tale of 
the sling. 
Regarding the absence of Risus 
and Fallen Angel: new routes 
were being done all that summer, 
and it was obvious that we 
would have to fix a deadline, 
which we did . These two route 
(and several others) were 
recorded after the deadline. It 
would have been possible to 
include them in an addendum, 
but I was against this. As guide
books appear every five years, I 
felt there was no great need for an 
addendum, and I believe the 
climbing is better served if 
descriptions are checked before 
being used. 
Our ascent of Paladin was made 
using the aid described by 
Matheson, with one slight 
change - we did not see that 
there was any difference 
between an aid peg and a 
protection peg on the first one. 
To reach over a bulge, place a 
peg, clip into it and then climb 
up until one's waist is level 
with the peg struck me as 
begging the issue. The amount of 
free climbing in such a place 
must depend on factors such as 
the keenness of the second, the 
distress shown by the leader, and 
just what the party, any party, 
means by 'take in' . We found a 
second peg, complete with 
knotted sling, under the big 
overhang. It wasn 't mentioned in 
the description, but we didn't 
know of anyone else who had 
been up there, so we clipped in 
and noted it down . Over the 
overhang we used a nut 
instead of a peg . 
Matheson later said he had 
climbed it free. Once again I 
was reluctant to alter the 



0 Matheson ... most of his climbs have used aid" states critic. 
0 Austin and Valentine conducting witch hunt against climbers.,, 
0 Does the F.R. C. C. have a guidebook policy? If so, what is it?" 

description without checking it, 
but I placed a note in the list 
of first ascents mentioning the 
improvement. 
Matheson is incorrect in calling 
Swordblade "Barley's fine route" 
(in fact he called it a fine line -
our error, Ed.) . It was a scruffy 
little route, unpleasant and with 
less than 60ft. of independent 
climbing. In Tony Barley's 
opinion it was a " poor route -
and probably over-aided". 
Aragon was included on the 
insistence of its progenitor, 
and as I had not even been up to 
look at it, and as it was 
climbed before the deadline, I 
was in a poor position to argue 
for its omission . 
As far as the routes on East 
Raven are concerned, I am solely 
to blame for their inclusion . 
Valentine wanted to "scrap 'em 
all", but I felt there was a place 
for this sort of climb on Raven . 
As for Nadir, Syrett was of the 
same opinion as Matheson. He 
wanted to scrap it, but the break 
through the wall is a natural 
one, and a good one, and there 
isn't really a handy climb to 
graft it on to . It has to stand 
on its own, even if the rest of 
it is pretty poor. 
The first time I heard of the 
Green Groove finish to Pluto 
was in Matheson's letter. 
Turning now to The Graduate: 
last summer, Matheson sent me 
a description of this route which 
I considered used far too much 
aid for such a short climb. I 
intended to scrap it. Matheson 
insisted that it was a fine 
climb and that all the aid was 
justified. Then we remembered 
that Les Brown had done a 
climb in this area . Sure enough 
it turned out to have been the 
same climb, with about the same 
amount of aid as Matheson had 
used. Les had decided that it 
was too short and needed too 
much aid, so he didn't record 
it. The fact that the aid has 
now been reduced to one peg 
only reinforces the correctness of 
the original decision . 
Peccadillo certainly repulsed 
Valentine and Fearnehough, but 
they did no worse than the party 
that made the first ascent. The 
sling that Valentine just failed 
to reach was not the one the 
first-ascent team reached . They 
had made use of a longer one 
and left a shorter one. This, of 
course, is one reason why we are 
reluctant to use descriptions 
that have not been checked, and 
why we have guidebook writers 
at all. It also raises another point 
about routes which need 
Permanent slings, namely that the 
difficulty encountered can vary 
with the length of sling left 

by the previous party. The 
possibilities in this respect are 
endless! 
Turning to the point about 
diagrams: we decided, as a 
policy, not to overcrowd 
diagrams and to omit new routes 
if, by including them, we would 
run the risk of reducing the 
usefulness of the diagrams. 
Discerning readers will have 
noticed that there is a revised 
diagram of Raven Crag, showing 
fewer routes. 
Regarding the grade of new 
climbs, I can hardly be blamed 
for the lack of new lower grade 
routes. And as for the missing 
30%, if it is 30%, I think this 
is probably accounted for in 
the points already raised and 
thus needs no more explanation . 
Finally, regarding the closing 
half-column of his letter, I 
feel that Matheson does not 
expect a reply. 
Yours, etc., 
Allan Austin ( Bradford) 

Examining Matheson's 
Talents 

from John Harwood 

Dear Sir, 
In his letter in Mountain 28 
Matheson raised two basic 
points : firstly, the crediting of 
climbs to the right party and, 
secondly, the arbitrary omission 
of climbs by guide writers. 
With regard to the first, I 
can't understand why Sally Free 
and Easy was not included in 
the guide as such. It includes 
probably the best pitch recently 
climbed in Langdale Valley (the 
2nd of Ragman's Trumpet) and 
is a tribute to all that is best in 
modern climbing, being steep, 
continuous and free. Thus far, 
in the absence of sensational 
revelations, I am in complete 
agreement with Matheson. 
However, when it comes to the 
omission of a number of named 
routes, I must side with the 
guidebook writers. Austin has 
been a thorn in the side of many 
a climber in the past, when his 
caustic Yorkshire tongue has 
dismissed their best efforts as 
'aid routes' or 'variations'. It 
seems to me that he may have 
been ten years ahead of his 
time as far as his principles 
are concerned and, fortunately, 
his (usually) high ethical 
standards have rubbed off on 
the next generation - Ken Wood 
and John Syrett, to name but two. 
Most people who climb new 
routes, and like climbing them, 
resort to aid at times - I've 
certainly not been blameless in 
this - but with dwindling lines 
and multiplying aids it is clear 
that almost any piece of rock 

can now be ascended. Whilst 
admitting Matheson's obvious 
climbing skill , it must be 
pointed out that most of his 
climbs have used aid in one 
form or another. Glaring 
examples include Blitz 
(excessive aid) , Holocaust (a 
nut hammered into the only 
hole - what happens when the 
wire breaks?) and Cruel Sister. 
Cruel Sister, Peccadillo and 
Kaisergebirge Wall were all 
presumably omitted because the 
use of slings placed by abseil. 
The dictionary says that to 
climb is to "ascend, using the 
hands and feet" ; the idea of 
going to the top of the cliff 
first is therefore farcical , to 
say the least. 
Matheson equates Pendulum 
with Cruel Sister, but times have 
changed a lot since 1953. After 
all , who would condemn Brown 
for climbing Cenotaph with aid? 
The object nowadays should 
surely be to climb new routes 
free ; if that is impossible, they 
should be left for the next man . 
I hope these comments stir 
Matheson to go right out and 
give us a new climb worthy of 
his obvious talents. 
Yours, 
John Harwood (Leeds) 

What is the Fell and Rock 
policy? 

from Roger Grimshaw 

Dear Sir, 
In Mountain 28 Colin Read 
makes an impassioned plea for 
understanding for the poor 
guide writer who faces criticism 
from those of apparently lesser 
intellect. In the light of this 
Matheson's letter on the same 
issue may seem to smack of 
self-interest or sour grapes. 
However in Mountain 25 Read 
himself criticized Roper before 
publication of the Buttermere 
guide, for strictures apparently 
less severe than those of Austin. 
There are climbers with no axe 
to grind, either in terms of new 
routes or early repetitions, who 
feel that the Fell and Rock, and 
Austin and Valentine in 
particular, are not only being 
inconsistent, but are conducting 
a witch hunt against climbers 
who use aid - specifically 
Matheson and Livesey. 
Certainly it is right to have an 
ethical code and no one could 
dispute with the F.R.C.C. for 
adopting a purist attitude. 
However the inconsistencies of 
Austin's argument leave a nasty 
taste in the mouth. 
Austin top-roped Wall of Horrors, 
later found protectable, on the 
grounds that it could not be 
protected . He also used pegs on 

John Wilkinson - F.R.C.C. 
Guidebook Editor. 

Man of Straw (for protection ) 
and Rainmaker (for aid) - pegs 
which are not now needed. 
Clearly he thought his actions 
justified and ethical. In the 
Langdale guide, routes using aid 
are included (Pendulum on 
Deer Bield and If on Gimmer) , 
and routes which are little more 
than variations are included as 
separate entities : Virgo on 
Neckband for example is merely 
a direct start to Nectar. 
Does the F.R.C .C. have a guide
book policy? If so, what is it? 
Relatively few climbers are likely 
to repeat difficult XS climbs, but 
if the routes exist climbers have 
a right to be made aware of 
them. They can exercise their 
own judgement in determining 
worth, enjoyment, etc. 
Acknowledgement for new 
climbs and variations is part of 
the climbing game (otherwise 
why bother with a historical list) 
and as such should be made 
public. 
Most of us appreciate the labours 
undertaken in the preparation of 
a climbing guide, but the Fell and 
Rock writers have chosen to 
enter the public arena and, no 
matter how monolithic the club, 
they must expect criticism from 
those who disagree. The 
F.R.C.C. has a virtual monopoly 
in Lakeland; this should not be 
abused . 
Hopefully someone may choose 
to step down from an ivory 
crag and outline club policy. 
This is no Watergate, but a 
word would be welcome. 
Yours, etc. 
Roger Grimshaw (Ulverston) 
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11lmmature hardman of today requires self-gratification and ego-massage.,, 
American Safety Committee Chairman denounces McNaught Davis article. 
Roberts speculates on likely Everest route. 

The Three-Tiered Extreme 
Grade 

from Ed Moore 

Dear Editor, 
Recent proposals to grade 
extremes into MXS, XS and HXS 
emphasizes the desperate need 
to rationalize the English 
grading system into coherent, 
meaningful standards remaining 
consistent for a considerable 
time. 
With the increase in climbing 
standards (or is it aid?), it 
may be desirable to eliminate 
the lowest grades ; but we must 
remember that guides are more 
for the novice than the 
competent hardman, who can 
still surely select from the listing 
within the grade routes of 
greater difficulty - if not, a 
refresher course in the three 
R's is required . 
The apparent justification for 
gradings other than VS, HVS and 
XS seems founded on a neurotic 
insecurity existing in the 
immature hardman of today, who 
requires the self-gratification and 
ego-massage which comes from 
being able to explain in the bar, 
to girl-friends etc ., the routes 
done. 
Really, this and the increasing 
competitiveness in climbing 
should be contained at the level 
of the individual's satisfaction in 
doing his own thing, easy or 
hard, and in such a way that he 
can readily differentiate between 
easy and hard without further 
use of redundant superlatives. 
Finally, over-guidance, 
specification, and minute 
detailing of routes inevitably 
detracts from the intrinsic 
quality of the climb and its 
creator. Grading is a subjective 
appraisal based on long qualified 
experience and as such cannot 
by its nature be too precise. 
Yours faithfully, 
Ed Moore (Walton-le-Dale) 

Climbing and Safety 

from the Chairman of the 
American Alpine Climbing 
Club Safety Committee 

Dear Sir, 
I am writing with regard to Ian 
McNaught-Davis's commentary 
on safety, in Mountain 26. 
Ridiculous as it is to maintain 
that climbing should be made 
free of risks, it is more 
ridiculous to advocate that 
inexperienced people should 
learn to climb in bad weather, 
with poor equipment and a 
clothes line for a rope . The 
dangers of climbing are inherent 
and will remain so, despite any 
technical developments. 
Ambitious projects almost always 
involve danger. It seems likely 
that future generations will 
prove as ambitious as past ones 
and will throw caution to the 
winds in attempting to execute 
bold new projects, even if they 
had the misfortune to learn 
climbing at a mountain centre 
rather than in a catch-as-catch
can way. 
Safety considerations play a 
central role in climbing . They 
enable one to control and 
evaluate the level of risk 
involved. With proper care they 
will allow a large and 
interesting range of possibilities 
for the climber in terms of the 
nature and degree of risks taken. 
Even if one regards climbing 
simply as a testing ground for 
nerve and body, safety matters 
are important. What test of 
nerve can there be if one has no 
true appreciation of the actual 
risks involved? Perhaps some 
zest may be derived from climbing 
by thinking of it as a highly 
exciting and dangerous sport 
But the idea of a considerable 
number of people being killed or 
maimed, simply in order that we 
may enjoy the luxury of feeling 
adventurous and brave ourselves, 

High quality climbing equipment available at com
petitive prices - Crackers, Chocks, Ny-Chocks, Pegs, 
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Elevators, Harness, Bandolier, Ice Axe, 
Terrordactyl, Snow Anchors, Etrier, 
Tape and Wire Slings, Llamawear 
Insoles and Closed-Cell Mats. 
Indoor Climbing Walls - details on 
request. 

Write for catalogue to: 

Derek Gamble, Peck (UK) Ltd., 
Barnsdale Hall, Oakham, Rutland. 

is neither humane nor pleasant. 
Exposing the biases and excesses 
of various groups associated 
with mountain safety is 
worthwhile . However, climbing 
is more than just the courting of 
risk. Among other things it 
involves a controlled and 
informed approach to mountain 
hazards, and here the various 
safety groups are helpful. The 
actual level of risk is difficult to 
assess, but it appears to be 
considerable among active 
young climbers. 
This assertion is supported by 
the fact that the annual death 
rate due to violent causes among 
American Alpine Club members 
over a twe11ty.-year span was 3.8 
times that for all males in the 
United States. And this cannot 
be explained away on the basis 
of the age distribution of the 
club members : eighty percent of 
the deaths were caused by 
climbing accidents. 
In view of this, due caution 
seems in order, and attempts to 
reduce the toll should be 
supported. A return to the Good 
Old Days of plimsolls and clothes 
lines does not seem called for. 
Yours, 
Peter L. Renz (Seattle) 

The best route on the South 
West Face of Everest 

from James Roberts 

Dear Sir, 
Doug Scott's suggestion in 
Mountain 26 that the Rock Band 
might be attempted by the gully 
or chimney lines on the left 
(West) tucked in below the 
West Ridge, is not original, 
although he may have a point 
when he writes that the line is 
worth a closer examination. 
After consultation with the 
Japanese who had been on the 
face both in 1969 and 1970, all 
the preliminary planning of the 
International Expedition in 1971 
was based on the use of this 
western route. The left- hand of 
the two V chimneys seems to 
run up into the West Ridge 
itself, and this was an important 
factor in the selection of the 
West Ridge as a second route -
it seemed not impossible that 
climbers on the ridge might be 
able to assist those on the face. 
The Japanese even described one 
of the chimneys (I think the left 
one, but I am not now certain) 
as looking 'quite easy'. 

The vertical height of the Rock 
Band is lowest on the left and 
highest on the right. Also, as 
Doug points out, the difficult 
climbing starts at a lower altitude 
on the left. 

When Whillans and Haston 
arrived on the scene at the 
beginning of May 1971 there 
was, of course, no longer a party 
on the West Ridge and the left
hand chimneys looked the 
opposite of quite easy. They 
knew that the support effort 
maintaining them on the face 
could not continue much longer, 
so they took the line of least 
resistance and traversed towards 
the right-hand edge of the 
Rock Band. The height of 
Camp 6 is about equal to the top 
of the left- hand portion of the 
band but, although the traverse 
had improved their height, the 
difficulties of the band were still 
above them. 

Now that we know that there is 
no very favourable line up the 
true face on the right, it seems 
worth having a closer look at the 
left. I must say however that I 
don't think the left-hand route 
was ever seriously considered 
on the 1972 British Expedition 
for the reason (I presumed) that 
Dougal had already rejected it 
as a possible line. Certainly he 
and Don had been emphatically 
against it the year before . 

'International conflict' is still 
being mentioned as a reason for 
past failures, but in 1971 (if not 
in the Spring of 1972) the true 
causes were the exceptionally 
bad weather, an unnecessary 
death and a very high rate of 
serious illness. On I.H.E. 1971, 
international conflict lost the 
expedition only one climber 
capable of reaching the 
summit by a difficult route, 
Michel Vaucher, and far from 
being a blow to morale it roused 
a sort of ' Dunkirk spirit' among 
those left still fit enough to 
climb. 

Scott, philosophizing about the 
reasons for failures in the past, 
tends to downgrade the 
importance of good weather. 
Probably both the 1971 and 
post-monsoon 1972 expeditions 
would have got nearer to the 
summit had they been favoured 
by more normal weather 
conditions. And, given that the 
Spring season is more 
favourable than the Autumn for 
Everest (but not only for that 
reason), of the two expeditions 
that of 1971, given just a little 
less bad luck, probably contained 
the better ingredients for 
success. 
Yours, etc., 
James Roberts (Kathmandu) 



NewBooks 
Nunn scans Canadian and British Alpine Journals. 
Gray: 11it is time women invaded the closed cloisters of South Audley 
Street.,, 

The Canadian Alpine Journal 
1973 
Edited by Andrew Gruft 
Alpine Club of Canada 
This large-format and heavily 
illustrated journal concentrates 
on activities, laying heavy 
stress on exploratory climbing 
and new routes and including 
some impressionistic and 
introspective Ascent-style 
writing, not surprisingly on 
Yosemite. 
Its range is continent-wide, 
with occasional excursions 
south, though writing styles 
and the easy flow of ideas 
pull it together into a 
stimulating memorial to an 
active climbing world . In 
reality there may be many 
sub-groups at work in Canadian 
climbing, but a lot of them 
get their say here, including 
the Easterners and Quebecois, 
the Arcticians and the great 
snow and rubble trampers of 
the Rockies, and rockmen of 
every degree. U.K. expatriates 
get their oar in too, though 
here my reviewer's brief is 
shaky, as I run a certain risk 
in discussing the outpourings of 
my contemporaries. Fortunately 
they seem to talk a lot of 
sense, and to fit into the 
editorial tolerances rather well , 
which saves me a lot of trouble. 
The occasional rasp into verse 
is allowed, alongside some 
quite acceptable photography. 
People do some queer things in 
the articles : parachuting on to 
the Penny Icebergs in Baffin, 
trying to decide who went all 
the way up some "Complete 
North Arete", and referring to 
two unfortunate super
numeraries on Doug Scott's 
Asgard trip as " Nottsmen" 
(Anglo-Irish and Yorkshire/ 
Lancashire half-breeds) . 
A good salvo and useful 
philosophy emanate from the 
honourable Editor. Perhaps, 
with all that space in Canada, 
he can afford it, but he 
welcomes the advent of the 
masses into climbing, because 
he rejects the elitism of high 
priests such as Chouinard et al. 
Of course, whatever the 
temptations to think otherwise, 
he is right about values : " the 
only reasonable argument is 
that climbers should not do 
things that adversely affect 
other climbers· enjoyment of 
the mountains" . In going on 
to regard moralizing as a 
"reactionary trend", and in 
detecting lack of imagination 
in those who persist in 
frequenting crowded places but 
also persist in complaining, he 
pursues an eminently defensible 
line which hits at the 

shallowness of many of our pet 
arguments . 
Finally, business interests get 
their usual and often deserved 
drubbing, particularly at the 
super-bureaucratic level. It 
appears that they must take 
much of the blame for 
deterioration in some areas. as 
they also take the responsibility 
for paying for most of the 
advertising which keeps the 
whole circus rolling - and in 
our society where does one go 
from there? 
Paul Nunn 

The Alpine Journal 1973 

Edited by Edward Pyatt 
£2.50 (soft cover) £3.50 (hard ) 
Being a "record of mountain 
adventure and scientific 
observation", the austere 
Alpine Journal ought not to be 
compared with glossy 'mags·. It 
makes or breaks on the breadth, 
quality and authority of its 
articles. 
The traditional gourmet fare is 
maintained in the 1973 edition, 
with topics ranging from the 
British back-yard to the 
Himalaya, from altitude sickness 
to Etna, from philosophy of 
climbing to social engineering . 
It is a diet for Renaissance men 
still foolish enough to tangle 
with mounta ins. 
Travellers· tales provide bread 
and butter, with a globe
trotting ubiquity now expected 
of this journal, reflecting the 
antiquity of the club and the 
experience of empire. Not that 
the foreigner is prevented from 
having his say, there being at 
least eight articles written by 
non - British contributors, and a 
total contribution much greater 
than that from abroad. 
The most notable feature of the 
current edition is its healthy 
pluralism, which appears 
outstanding even in an 
unusually broadminded journal. 
A vast multiplicity of view 
points, replete with 
contradictions, is presented, 
to the great benefit of the 
journal 's continuing authority. 
This pleasing open-mindedness 
may be more apparent when a 
few examples are quoted. 
Surveys of various areas of the 
world are a regular feature of the 
journal. Some of these surveys 
(e.g. Corsica) encourage the 
visitor, while others almost 
seek to keep him away (e.g . 
Nelson's Mountains). In another 
vein there are celebrations 
both of eventful non-ascents 
and of traditional ·success· 
stories. Among the writers, 
apart from the numerous 
imported contributors, even 
the old are allowed a say now 

and again . Nor is there any 
attempt to make bigger mountain 
experience seem qualitatively 
better than outcropping or the 
intermediate games. This 
tolerance, which is displayed in 
a sympathetic article on the 
Jura as well as in others on 
Outcrops, is best summed up by 
Dennis Gray in his article on 
the future of climbing in 
Britain : " If a man wants to be 
solely an amphibious climber, a 
rock hopper or a snow and ice 
gymnast, that is his business". 
As to the 'technical' content, 
there seems to be concern for 
issues rather than particular 
climbs, with more about the 
environment and less about the 
individuals involved . 
An article on the A .C. archives 
seemed a little dry, and the 
British notes lacked highlights 
or any insight into Scotland ; 
but in such an ambitious 
journal these are trivial matters. 
How can one carp in the face 
of genuine attempts to find 
a viable viewpoint on 
climbing developments, without 
there being any tendency to 
fall into simple unified views 
of climbing ethics or aesthetics ? 
In this respect, Dennis Gray's 
article and Francis Keenleyside's 
The Heart of the Matter are 
quite outstanding. Both push 
the reader towards a 
sophisticated view of the likely 
future developments in a sport 
which is inherently and 
necessarily ·useless· . 
On the topic of climbing 
competitions, for example, 
Dennis Gray's pluralism leads 
him to feel that "everyone will 
have to weigh in the balance for 
himself whether it is a good 
thing or a bad thing and whether 
he wishes to take part". He 
attempts to resolve the paradox 
between his liberal view and his 
distrust of changing values in 
mountaineering by criticizing 
the Mountain Schools for 
producing a " whole generation 
and type of climber so removed 
in values as to change the whole 
basis of this country's 
climbing". Searches for a 
philosophy always seem to 
involve pitfalls. Is not this 
generation of aliens already 
within the gates - with Mr. 
Gray as their official spokesman 
in relation to older entrenched 

positions, no matter how 
uncomfortable that might be ? 
Certainly Mr. Gray takes the 
progressive view : " .. . it is 
time women invaded the closed 
cloisters of South Audley 
Street ... " . . . and we aliens 
might cheer not only at that 
prospect, but at the idea of 
women playing more than an 
occasional decorative role in 
this great old journal too. 
That would only be the 
beginning of change in our 
creaking, beloved ancient 
institutions, together with an 
end to the peculiarly 
ambiguous view of leadership 
expressed in Trevor Braham·s 
article on The Himalaya - Winds 
of Change. 
Paul Nunn 

NEW GUIDES 

Chair Ladder 

by R. Gook and M . White 
Published privately: 40p 
As stop-gaps go this is good 
enough, but it really only adds 
a few more routes and 
rationalizes a few outdated 
gradings. What a pity that the 
Climbers· Club couldn 't manage 
the simple task of revising 
Stevenson's admirable guide! 
Frustrated devotees would then 
not have been forced to take 
matters into their own hands. 
The numerical pitch gradings 
seem fair, but the star ratings 
are rather overdone (deduct one 
star in most cases). Personally 
I was sorry to see that 
Overhanging Chimney is 
downgraded and dismissed, 
while that pathetic route Seal 
Slab apparently continues to 
mesmerize everyone. The Mitre 
receives belated (but exaggerated) 
recognition, and Bishop's Rib 
is sensibly downgraded. 
Chair Ladder remains a great 
place for the middle -grade 
climber, with a day or two of 
interest for the wandering hot 
shot. 
Ken Wilson 

SKI EQUIPMENT MANAGER/ SALESMAN TO TAKE CHARGE OF 
DEPT AT ALPINE SPORTS, LONDON . KNOWLEDGE OF SUB 
AQUA WOULD BE HELPFUL. A POSITION WITH PLENTY OF 
OPPORTUNITY. 
STARTING SALARY BY NEGOTIATION AROUND £2,000 +. 
Please write with brief details to:-
Martin Green, Alpine Sports, 309 Brompton Road, London S.W.3. 
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mo-,ntaineering 
equ1arnent 
suppliers 
The shops marked (C) (M) (S) hire out Camping, Mountaineering and 
Ski - ing Equipment. 

AUSTRALIA 
A .C.T : Canberra 
Paddy Pallin Pty ., Ltd ., 
46 Northbourne Avenue, 
Civic (C) (S) . 
Tel. 47.8949. 
N.S.W: Hornsby 
Southern Cross Mountaineering 
Equipment Pty., Ltd . (C), 
222 Pacific Highway. 
Tel. 476.3242. 
N.S.W: Chatswood 
Southern Cross Mountaineering 
Equipment Pty., Ltd . (C), 
399 Victoria Avenue. 
Tel. 412.3372. 
N.S.W: Crows Nest 
Mountain Equipment Pty. Ltd., 
P.O. Box 703, 
17 A Falcon Street, 2065 (C), 
Tel. 439.2454. 
N.S.W : Penshurst 
Southern Cross Mountaineering 
Equipment Pty. Ltd. (C) . 
3 Bridge Street, 2222. 
Tel. 579.5965. 
N.S.W: Sydney 
Paddy Pallin Pty., Ltd ., 
69 Liverpool Street. (C) (S). 
Tel. 26.2685. 
Queensland: Brisbane 
Odin Equipment Company, 
P.O. Box 12, Toowong, 4066. 
Victoria: Melbourne 
Molony Imports, 
197 Elizabeth Street, 3000. 
Tel. 67.8428. 
Victoria : Melbourne 
Bushgear Pty. Ltd ., 
46 Hardware Street, 3000. 
Tel. 67.3354. 
CANADA 
Calgary : Alberta 
The Hostel Shop, 
1414 Kensinton Road , N.W., 41 . 
Tel. 403.283.5551. (C) (M ) (S). 
Ottawa : Ontario 
Blacks Outdoors Store, 
225 Strathcona Avenue, 
K1S 1X7. Tel. 613.235.1461 . 
Vancouver: B.C. 
ABC of Canada, 
1822 West 4th Avenue, 9. 
Tel. 604.731 .4018. 
EIRE 
Dublin 
The Mountain Hut, 
19 South King Street, 
Dublin 2. (C) (M) . 
Tel. 01 .781358. 
NEW ZEALAND 
Christchurch 
Oscar A. Coberg er, 
15 Cranmer Square, 1. 
Tel. 74.646. 
UNITED KINGDOM 
Aberdeen 
F. Diack and Son, 
302 George Street, 
Tel. 0224.26952. 
Aberdeen 
Campbell 's Sports, 
520 Union Street (S ). 
Tel. 0224.20157. 
Ambleside 
Frank Davies, Climber's Shop, 
Compston Corner. 
Tel. Ambleside 2297. 
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Aviemore 
Speyside Sports (S) , 
Tel. Aviemore 629. 
Bethesda 
Arvons, Ogwen Terrace. 
Tel. 024.882.401 . 
Birmingham 
Frank Davies (S) , 
7 Snowhill, Queensway, 4. 
Tel. 021 .236.6816. 
Birmingham 
Y.H.A. Services Ltd . (S) , 
35 Cannon Street, 2. 
Tel. 021 .643.5180. 
Birmingham 
Pindisports (S) , 
27 / 29 Martineau Square. 
Tel. 021 .236.9383. 
Blackpool 
The Alpine Centre, 
193 Church Street. 
Tel. 0253.24307. 
Bolton 
Alpine Sports (S) , 
117 Bradshawgate. 
Tel. 0204.25087. 
Bradford 
Allan Austin Mountain Sports, 
4 Jacob Street, 
Manchester Road 5. 
Tel. 0274.28674. 
Brentwood 
Field & Trek (Equipment) Ltd ., 
25 Kings Road . 
Tel. 0277.221259. 
Brighton 
Sports and Leisure, 
48 North Street. 
Tel. 0273.29539. 
Brighton 
Alpine Sports Ltd., 
138 Western Road (S) (M) . 
Tel. 0273.26874. 
Bristol 
Ellis Brigham, 
162 Whiteladies Road. 
Tel. 0272.311157. 
Broughton-in - Furness, Lanes. 
Mountain Centre, 
Brade Street . Tel. 461 . 
(open until 8 p.m.) 
Buxton 
Jo Royl e, 
High Peak Outdoor Centre, 
22 High Street (C) (M) . 
Tel. 0298.5824. 
Cambridge 
The Outdoor Centre, 
7 Bridge Street . 
Tel. 0223.53956. 
Capel Curig 
Joe Brown, 
The Climbing Shop. 
Tel. Capel Curig 205. 
Capel Curig 
Ellis Brigham (M) (S), 
Mountain Centre. 
Tel. Capel Curig 232. 
Cardiff 
U.D.A. Mountaineering, 
52 Cowbridge Road East, 
Canton . 
Tel. 0222.22710. 
Croydon 
Pindisports, 
1098 Whitgift Centre . 
Tel. 01.688.2667. 

Darlington 
J . Clementson (Darlington) Ltd ., 
29 High North Gate (C) . 
Tel. 0325.2390. 
Derby 
Powers Sports, 
Green Lane. 
Tel. 0332.48311 . 
Derby 
Prestidge (S) , 
350 Normanton Road. 
Tel. 0332.42245. 
Doncaster 
Don Valley Sports, 
95 Spring Gardens. 
Tel. 0302.67755 (C) (S) . 
Dundee 
David Low Sports Co. Ltd., 
21 Commercial Street (M) (S) . 
Tel. 0382.24501 -2. 
Edinburgh 
Graham Tiso (M) , 
44 Rodney Street. 
Tel. 031.556.1723. 
Exeter 
Grays Outdoor Shop (C) (S) , 
181 / 182 Sidwell Street. 
Tel. 0392.76421 . 
Fort William 
Nevisport, 
131 High Street. 
Tel. Fort William 3245. 
Glasgow 
Greaves (S) , 
23 Gordon Street. 
Tel. 041 .221 .4531 / 2. 
Grantown-on-Spey 
Speyside Sports (S), 
47 High Street. 
Tel. Grantown 246. 
Halifax 
The Outdoor Centre, 
3 Princes Arcade. 
Tel. 0422.65549. 
Harrison's Rocks, Sussex 
Terry's Fester haunt, 
Groombridge. (M) . 
Tel. 089.276.238 (684) . 
Keswick 
Stubbs Outdoor Sports, 
28 Lake Road . 
Tel. 0596.73524. 
Lancaster 
H. Robinson , 
Mountain Craft Shop (C) , 
5 New Road . 
Tel. 0524.66610. 
Leeds 
Centresport, 
Frank Davies, Dave Clarke, 
40 Woodhouse Lane, 2. 
Tel. 0532.31024. 
Leeds 
H. W. Poole, 
34/ 36 Eastgate (C) (S). 
Tel. 0532.23045. 
Leicester 
Camping Continental, 
Watling Street, Hinkley. 
Tel. 04553. 32625. 
Leicester 
Rog er Turner, 
Mountain Sports (S), 
105 London Road . 
Tel. 0533.25235. 
Leigh-on-Sea, Essex 
Mountain Safety Research, 
35 Progress Road . 
Tel. 0702.523262. 
Mail order (Ice Axes) only. 
Liverpool 
Ellis Brigham (C) (M) (S) , 
73 Bold Street, 1. 
Tel. 051 .709.6912. 
Llanberis 
Joe Brown, 
Menai Hall, High Street. 
Tel. 028682.327. 

London 
Pindisports, 
14/ 18 Holborn, E.C.1. 
Tel. 01 .242.3278. 
London, Acton 
Pindisports, 
373/ 5 Uxbridge Road, W.3. 
Tel. 01 .992.6642. 
London 
Robert Lawrie Ltd ., 
54 Seymour Street, W.1. 
Tel. 01.723.5252. 
London 
Y.H.A. Services Ltd. (S} , 
29 John Adam Street, W.C.2. 
Tel. 01 .839.1722. 
London 
Alpine Sports Ltd ., 
309 Brompton Road, S.W.1. 
Tel. 01.584.7766. (S) (M) . 
Manchester 
Ellis Brigham (C) (M) (S) , 
6/ 14 Cathedral Street, 4. 
Tel. 061 .834.0161 . 
Manchester, Urmston 
J . & A. Sports & Camping Co. (C) , 
15 Station Road. 
Tel. 061.748.6408. 
Manchester, Eccles 
J . & A. Sports & Camping Co., 
112 Liverpool Road . 
Tel. 061.789.6044. 
Manchester 
Stubbs Outdoor Sports, 
211 Deansgate 2. 
Tel. 061 .834.7278. 
Manchester 
Y.H.A. Services Ltd . (S) , 
36/ 38 Fountain Street, 2. 
Tel. 061 .834.7119. 
Matlock Bath 
The Bivouac, 
56 North Parade. 
Tel. 0629.3750. 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
Dentons (Denton Cycles) (S) , 
227 / 229 Westgate Road . 
Tel. 0632.23903. 
Newcastle-upon- Tyne 
L. D. Mountain Centre Ltd ., 
34 Dean Street (C) (S) . 
Tel. 0632.23561 . 
Nottingham 
Roger Turner, 
Mountain Sports (S), 
1 Canning Circus . 
Tel. 0602.47230. 
Oakham: Rutland 
Sport and Leather, 
Market Place. 
Tel. 0572.2123. 
Oxford 
The Scout and Guide Shop, 
17 Turi Street. 
Tel. 0092.47110. 
Penzance 
Ellis Brigham, 
M arket Jew Street. 
Tel. 0736.5828. 
Portsmouth 
Safari, The Tricorn . 
Tel. 0705 .29410 
Preston 
P.S.D. Sports Dept., 
141 Friargate. 
Tel. 0772.53793. 
Sheffield 
Bryan G. Stokes, 
9 Charles Street. 
Tel. 0742.27525. 
Sheffield 
Don Morrison, 
Mountaineering Equipment, 
343 London Road . 
Tel. 0742.56018. 
Sheffield 
Thomas & Taylor Ltd ., 
24 Fitzwilliam Gate (M) . 
Tel. 0742.25631. 



Shipley 
p & S Outdoor Shop, 
73 Leeds Road, 
Tel. 0274.592422 
Skipton 
The Dales Outdoor Centre, 
Coach Street. Tel. 0756.4305. 
Stockport 
Base Camp (C) , 89 Lower Hillgate. 
Tel. 061 .480.2945. 
Teeside : Middlesbrough 
Cleveland Mountain Sports, 
98 Newport Road, 
Tel. 0642.48916. 
Wednesbury 
Tebbutt Bros. (C) (M) (S), 
35 Market Place. 
Tel. 021.556.0802. 
West Bromwich 
Wulfrun Camp and Sports, 
466 High Street (C) (S) , 
Tel. 021 .553.1670. 
Wolverhampton 
Wulfrun Camp and Sports, 
4 / 5 King Street (C) (S) . 
Tel. 0902.27012. 
York 
The Scout and Guide Shop, 
14 Goodramgate. Tel. 0904.53567. 

UNITED STATES 
Arizona: Flagstaff, 
Grand Canyon 
Village Sports Den, 
7 N. Leroux, 86001. 
Tel. 602.774.2271 . (C) (M) (S ). 
California: Berkeley 
The North Face, 
2804 Telegraph Ave., 
94705. (S) (C) . 
Tel. 415.548.1371. 
California : Berkeley 
Mountain Traders, 
1702 Grove Street, 94 709. 
Tel. 415.845.8600 (S) (C) (M). 
California: Campbell 
Mountain Life, 
2513 Winchester Boulevard, 
95008. (C) (M). 
Tel. 408.374.7777. 
California : El Cajon 
Adventure 16 Inc., 
656 Front Street, 92020. 
Tel. 714.444.A 16-2. 
California: Fresno 
Robbins Mountain Shop, 
7183 North Abbey Road, 93650. 
Tel. 209.439.0745. (C) (S) . 

California: Glendale 
Kelty Mountaineering, 
1801 Victory Blvd., 91201 . 
Tel. 213.247.3110. (C) (M) (S ). 
California : Goleta 
Granite Stairway Mountaineering, 
330 S. Kellogg, 93017. 
Tel. 805.964.5714. (C) (M) (S ). 
California: La Canada 
Sport Chalet, 
951 Foothill Boulevard, 91011 . 
Tel. 213.790.2717. (C) (S ). 
California: La Habra 
Sports and Trails, 
1491 W. Whittier Blvd., 90631 . 
(C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 213.691.5919. 
California: Lancaster 
Dan's Skiing and Mountaineering, 
1069 West Ave. K, 93534. 
(C) (M) (S) . 
California: Mammoth Lakes 
Kittredge Sport Shop, 
P.O. Box 598 - State Hwy. 203 
93546. (C) (M) (S). 
Tel. 714.934.2423. 
California: Modesto 
Robbins Mountain Shop, 
1508 Tenth Street, 95354. 
Tel. 209.529.6913. (C) (S ). 
California: San Diego 
San Diego Ski Chalet and 
Mountain Shop, 
4004 Sports Arena Blvd ., 
93401 . (C) (M) (S). 
Tel. 714.224.3439. 
California : San Diego 
Stanley Andrews Sports, 
840 B Street, 92101 . (C) (M) (S) . 
Tel 714.232.2167. 
California: San Luis Obispo 
Mountain Sports, 
858 Higuera Street, 
93401. (C) (M) (S). 
Tel. 805.544.7141 . 
California: Santa Barbara 
Granite Stairway Mountaineering, 
3036 State Street, 93105. 
Tel. 805.682.1083. (C) (M) (S). 
California: Santa Maria 
Mountain Transit Authority, 
223 So. Broadway, 93454. 
Tel. 805.922.8271. (C) (M) (S) . 
California: Tarzana 
The Mountain Store, 
5425 Reseda Boulevard, 
91356 (C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 213.881.5111 . 

BOOKS AND JOURNALS WANTED 
American and Canadian Alpine Journals 
Five Miles High by Robert Bates 
Men Against the Clouds by Burdsell and Emmons 
Ascent of Rum Doodle by W. E. Bowman 
Blank on the Map by Eric Shipton 
Send details by air mail to: 
Leroy D. Cross, 21 Columbia Avenue, Brunswick, Maine 04011 , U.S.A . 

California: Ventura 
The Great Pacific Ironworks, 
Chouinard Equipment Company, 
235 W . Santa Clara, 93001 . 
Tel. 805.643.3528. 
California: West Covina 
Alpine Country, 
1629 W. Garvey Avenue, 91790. 
Tel. 213.962.4311 . (S) (M) (C ). 
Colorado : Boulder 
The Boulder Mountaineer, 
1329 Broadway, 
80302. (C) (M) (S ) . 
Tel. 303.442.8355. 
Colorado : Denver 
Ptarmigan Mountain Shop, 
938 South Monaco Parkway, 
80222. (S) (C) (M). 
Tel. 303.377.2783 
Colorado : Estes Park 
Steve Komito, 
Davis Hill (Box 2106) , 
80517. Tel. 303.586.2440. 
Colorado: Fort Collins 
The Mountain Shep, 
118 W. Laurel, 80521 . 
Tel. 303.493.5720 (M) . 
Colorado: Lakewood 
Ptarmigan Mountain Shop, 
1949 South Wadsworth Blvd., 
80227. (C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 303.986.5541. 
Idaho: Boise 
Sawtooth Mountaineering, 
5200 Fairview, Mini-Mall, 83704. 
Tel. 208.376.3731 . (S) (C). 
Idaho : Moscow 
Northwestern Mountain Sports, 
329 N. Main 83843. 
Tel. 208.882.0133. (C) (M) (S) . 
Idaho : Sun Valley 
Snug Mountaineering, 
Box 122. 83353. (S). 
Tel. 208.726.3808. 
Illinois : Chicago 
Turin Bicycle Co-op, 
North Park, Ltd ., 
1932 North Clark Street 60614. 
Tel. 312.944.3800 
Massachusetts: Boston 
Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc., 
1041 Commonwealth Avenue 
02215. (C) (M) (S). 
Tel. 617.254.4250. 
Minnesota : Minneapolis 
Midwest Mountaineering, 
1408 Hennepin Avenue, 55403. 
Tel. 612.336.3884 

Montana: Red Lodge 
Mountaincraft, 
Main Street, 59068. 
Tel. 406.446.2393. 
N.H. North Woodstock 
Skimeister Ski Shop, 
Main Street. (M) (S) . 
Tel. 603.745.2767. 
New York: Buffalo 
Nord Alp Inc. 
3260 Main Street, 14215. 
(C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 716.837.3300 
New York : New Paltz 
Rock and Snow, 
44 Main Street, N.Y. 12561. (S). 
Tel. 914.255.1311 . 
New York : Ogdensburg 
Thomas Black and Sons 
( Ogdensburg) Inc., 
930 Ford Street, 13669. 
Tel. 315.393.5704. 
(Mail Order only). 
Pennsylvania: Pittsburgh 
The Mountain Trail Shop, 
5435 Walnut Street, 15232. 
Pennsylvania: Pittsburgh 
The Mountain Trail Shop South, 
2506 West Liberty Avenue, 
15226. Tel. 412.343.9966. 
Vermont: Ferrisburg 
Dakin's Vermont; 
Mountain Shop, Rt. 7, 
05456. (C) (M) (S). 
Tel. 802.877.2936. 
Virginia: Oakton 
Appalachain Outfitters, 
Box 248, 2938 Chain Bridge 
Road, 22124. (C) (M). 
Tel. 703.281.4324. 
Washington: Seattle 
Recreational Equipment Inc., 
1525 11th Avenue, 98122. 
Tel. 206.323.8333 (C) (M) (S). 
Washington: Seattle 
Swallow·s Nest, 
909 E. Boat Street, 98105. 
Washington : Spokane 
Selkirk Bergsport, 
W.30 International Way, 
99220. (C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 509.328.5020. 
Wyoming: Jackson 
Teton Mountaineering , 
Main Square. (C) (M) (S). 
( P.O. Box 1533), 83001. 
Tel. 307.733.3595. 

FANTASY RIDGE SCHOOL OF ALPINISM 
daily courses, guided ascents, seminars. 

The concession for the ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK. 
Authorized school of mountaineering and technical rock-climbing. 

Director: Michael Covington 
for information please write to: 

Box 2106, Estes Park, Colorado. Phone: 303.586.2440 

One or two day w eekend climbing courses 
in the Peak District - Send for details! 

DON MORRISON 
MOUNTAINEERING 
EQUIPMENT 
343 London Road , Sheffield. TEL 0742.56018 

WE ALSO STOCK SECOND-HAND MOUNTAINEERING BOOKS 
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BIAUTlf Ul OUTDOORS 
What could enhance it more than the 
exciting new BERGHAUS range of 
rucksacs and frames, including= 

772 
(right) 

372 Front-loading frame sac with flaps covering zips and 
velcroed to sac body. 2 zipped side pockets, axe loop 

and D's on sac top for additional loading make this 
an exceptional sac. Dimensions : 580mm. X 

380mm. X220mm. Price £9.50 

Large conventional frame sac having two 
zipped pockets each able to hold a 1 pt. 
primus. Elasticated lid for weather protect
ion. Dimensions : 640mm X 420mm. X 
340mm. Price £7.95 
272X Winter climbing or 
short expedition sac in red or 
blue nylon. used with /without 
pack frame. It has a crampon 
patch on the sac side, a canvas 
back on the nylon back and 
a 550mm. bivi allows max
imum length of 1160 
mm. Price £9.95 

1 

MACH2 Frame 
Designed for maximum 
comfort with varying 
load support prop
ortions. Alloy frame 
with aluminium 
welded tubes. 
Dimensions: 
length 790mm. 
width 335mm. 
weight 2½1bs. 
Price £10.90 



Our boots also 
have a habit of 
'scene stealing1 

Our two latest being: 
The Romsdal (Article 40) above 
A boot for the keen fell walker rating quality 
first, having a supple calf upper, padded 
tongue and extra flap for snow/water 
protection. 'D' ring closure for the bottom 
four and hooks for the top three positions 
guarantee maximum ease and convenience. A 
Veldtschoen construction secures the upper to 
the throughsoles and the sole, a Vibram 
Montagna Block, is stiffened with a spring steel 
plate, not too stiff to affect walking comfort or 
too soft to preclude rock climbing. 
The Dru (Article 70) below 
A boot for the climber with an upper similar to 
the Romsdal secured to the throughsole by 
being 'blaked'. A rubber rand gives further 
protection from rock, scree and water. The sole 
is stiff for climbing, while the special fluted 
stiffener, similar to the Fitzroy, resists bending . 

••• while even our rope stays dry 
when y_ou stay wet! 

EDELWEISS-EVER 
DRY rope is 100% 
water repellent and 
thus offers REAL 
climbing safety . 

Kernmantel ropes 
tested show the 
following results 
(right) after five 
minutes exposure 
to rain. 

I ORDINARY KERNMANTEL EDELWEISS-EVERDRY 

* Wet perlon ropes * 'Everdry' does not 
increase in weight absorb water being 

~~ by up to 40% because still almost as light 

~ 
they absorb water . as a dry rope. 

* Breaking strength of * 'Everdry' ropes show 
wet perlon ropes can no loss in breaking 
be 25% less than dry strength . 
ropes . * 'Everdry' ropes are 

up to 40% more 
abrasion resistant 
than ordinary perlon 
ropes . 

B6R6HJIUS 
34 DEAN STREET 
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 
NE1 1PG Tel. 23561 
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But it takes more than 
just a fire to extinguish 

I 

We shall be backl, 
at your service with 

• ultra-modern machinery 
• new ideas 
• same reliability 

hang 
on! 

.... before you go any further with your rock
climbing, camping, walking, canoeing, skiing, 
etc. 

Have you ever stopped to consider what you'll need? 
*G EA R- Oual ity gear, attractive yet efficient . 
*EXPERT ADVICE and HELP-most important to the 
outdoor enthusiast . 

*AFTER-SA LES SE RV I CE-must be dependable . 
At the L.D . Mountain Centre we can give you all this 
-and more! 
Write / phone or call now for our new illustrated 
catalogue-we'll try not to keep you hanging around! 

Mountain (Dopt M.I Centrie 34 Dean Street 
Newcastle upon Tyne 
NE1 1PG Te l. 235 61 
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Nylon Tunnel Tent with Fly Cap 
Manufactured from Blacks top quality, Orange 'Ripstop' nylon this 
new Tunnel Unit, incorporates many practical features. Supported 
by three sleeve enclosed flexible fibre-glass hoops with two adjust
able lightweight ridge poles. Sewn-in groundsheet, large rear 
ventilator with inside zip cover, triangular main entrance with double 
zip. Clip-on fly cap with guy out hoods each end. 7ft. long x 4ft. 3in. 
wide. 3ft. 3in . high at centre. Weight complete 9¼Ib. £53.68 - ideal 
for mountaineering and expedition work. 

New Alpine Tent 
The new Alpine has been designed as a specialists tent 
with particular appeal to those attending Courses on 
Outdoor Pursuits. Accommodating three plus kit the 
Alpine measures 6ft. 6in. deep ( + 2ft. rear ext.) x 5ft. wide. 
4ft. high at centre. 8in. walls. Weight 17Ib. £36.30. 
Conquer the elements with the New Alpine. 

high altitude 
equipment 

Alpine Sleeping Bag 
A new specialist sleeping bag filled mainly with 
Blacks No. 1 quality fine duck down with soft 
curled feathers. The underside panels at the foot, 
hips and shoulder are filled with the new Dacron 
'Fibrefill 2' synthetic fibre giving maximum resist
ance to compression and increasing insulation. 
Weight 3Ib. 8oz. £19.80. 

Fill in the coupon below for full details of our complete range of camping and mountaineering equipment and list of Blacks branches throughout the U.K. 
also at 225, Strathcona Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada and 930, Ford Street, Ogdensburg, New York 13669, U.S.A. 
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Please send my FREE Blacks of Greenock full colour 
catalogue. 

NAME .... ............ ... ......... . . . ............... . . 

ADDRESS ............. . .. . . .. ..... . ..... . ..... . ..... . 

• • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·,,, ·, · · .. .... ... . ..... . ............ 539 

ID.Blacks 
of Greenock 

Head Office 

Port Glasgow, Renfrewshire, PA14 SXN 
and Ruxley Corner, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 SAQ 
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Juro Sac 
Re-design with pocket on the outside flap. Crampon 
and ice axe fittings. Nylon shoulder straps. Height 15' . 
7oz. red nylon, capacity 42 litres. Weight 11 lb. 6ozs. 
£5.56 

Chouinard Lost Arrows 
Now made under licence in Italy from special steel 
alloy. Their quality and reliability is made possible by 
forging dyes and expert blacksmithing. They represent 
the lightest design possible for a given blade size, 
yet are tough enough to stand repeated use. 69p each 

Optimus 99 Petrol Stove 
A two piece stove, the aluminium top can be used 
as a saucepan, Windshield and handle are included. 
Primes with its own fuel, built in safety valve. Boil s 
two pints of water in six minutes. Weighs 1 ¾lb. 
Size 5 " x 5" x 3.2'. £9.06 

Backpacker 2 Extreme 
A lightweight two person " coffin" tent, height al 
front 4 ' tapering to 2'6 ' at rear complete with 
polyurethane proofed nylon fly sheet. Front zipped 
bell end. Sewn in nylon ground sheet, which is 
unproofed nylon, alloy poles and pegs. Weight 3¾Ibs. 
Colour blue, width 4 '6", narrowing to 3 '. Length 6'8 ". 
£36.30 

Feb Cagjag 
A full length cagoule with covered front opening. 
Deep hood and adjusting elasticated wind cuffs. 
Made from 4oz. long wearing Neoprene red nylon. 
All seams are taped . Full length nylon zip, and zipped 
side openings. Weight 11 lb. 7ozs. Sizes - Small, 
medium and large. £9.40 

Face Nord Boots 
Designed so as to have no more bulk than a big 
single boot. Made by Val D'Or of France. Materials -
heavy reversed tanned uppers with extra impregnation 
of grease - leather lined. The inner boot is of felt and 
supple leather with light leather sole. Sole is not rigid. 
Weight 6Ib. Sizes 7-11 in half sizes. £32.95 

Feb Super Mountain Boot 
Made on a last accepted by the Austrian Alpine Corp. 
The leg is high and lightly padded, to give the support 
required by an experienced " bootman" . Materials -
pure reversed tanned leather - soft leather linings, 
all seam free. Prime leather insoles to take the 
pegging and stitches. Two piece chrome hooks and 
D rings. Weight 4Ib. 4ozs. Sizes 5-13. £16.95 

Ellis Brigham 
Manchester 
6/14 Cathedral Street, 
Manchester, M4 3FU 
Telephone 061 -834 0161 

Liverpool 
73 Bold Street, Liverpool 1 
Telephone 051-709 6912 

Snowdonia Cornwall Bristol 
Capel Curig Market Jew Street, Penzance 162 Whiteladies Road, Bristol 
Telephone Capel Curig 232 Telephone 5828 Telephone Bristol 311157 

Postal Dept Wellington Place, Liverpool Rd. Manchester 
Telephone 061 -833 0746 
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